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Is it spring yet? I am eagerly awaiting warm weather!
While waiting for the calendar to spring forward, we
can dream of the lovely locale of the 2016 Annual
NASIG Conference.
BREAKING NEWS! The Executive Board voted that in
2016 we will be heading to sunny Albuquerque, New
Mexico! Mark your calendars now for June 9-12, 2016.
The conference hotel is the Hotel Albuquerque
(http://www.hotelabq.com/). It offers a great location,
with a very short walk to Old Town Albuquerque, and a
gracious southwestern feel. As part of the Site
Selection Committee, I can offer a personal
recommendation for the location. Special thanks to
Anne McKee for getting the contract hammered out
quickly. So, think sunny, warm New Mexico thoughts
until better weather arrives in your area.
Don’t forget to register in time for the early bird rates
for the 2014 NASIG conference this May. Fort Worth
should offer warm weather, lots of great programming,
and just plain fun. The Conference Program Committee
(CPC) and Program Planning Committee (PPC) are hard
at work pulling all of the pieces together to put on a
great conference. Please look at the conference
website to see all of the fun options for after-businesshours fun and entertainment. PPC has put together a
really exciting group of speakers for the conference
(http://nasig2014.sched.org/). The vendor expo will
offer good updates and chance to chat with industry
vendors and providers. Schedule a block of time
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Thursday afternoon to connect with our vendor expo
participants.
A big thank you to all the hard work from CPC and PPC.
NASIG has been busy this winter despite the weather.
Thanks to all of the active and energetic volunteers! We
could not run NASIG without your efforts.

least, our NASIG Newsletter Committee has been hard
at work. Much more is in the pipeline for various
NASIG committees, but this will give you some updates
until conference time.
The NASIG Executive Board has been discussing a
number of items. One of which is how to keep NASIG
vital and growing in the future. To this end, Steve
Kelley, NASIG Vice President/President Elect, is
convening a task force to review and recommend
revisions to the NASIG vision and mission statements.
As NASIG moves into its 30th year, it is time to take stock
and refresh. More on this process as the task force
starts its work.

Here is a sampling of activities: The Electronic
Communications Committee (ECC) continues to be hard
at work on the new website and cleanup efforts. The
Core Competencies Task Force is not resting on their
laurels, they have started work on competencies
required to manage print serials. The Financial
Development Committee (FDC), CPC, PPC, and ECC are
Just a reminder that NASIG is an all-volunteer
all confabbing about the possibility of video recording
organization. NASIG only functions if you volunteer to
the 2014 vision sessions and posting them for NASIG
help! The appointment process for the 2014/2015
members on the NASIG website. – One of the projects
NASIG Committees will start soon. Please consider
the Continuing Education Committee (CEC) is working
volunteering to work on a committee
on is a joint webinar with NISO. Mark your calendars
(http://www.nasig.org/site_page.cfm?pk_association_
for May 21, 2014 for Playing the Numbers: Best
webpage_menu=708&pk_association_webpage=1268).
Practices in Acquiring, Interpreting & Applying Usage
If you need more information about the committee
Statistics. The new website upgrade has brought
assignments available, go to the NASIG website where
changes for the Database and Directory committee (D &
you can see a list of all of the committees and a
D). They are working their way through new processes
description of their charges
and keeping our member databases up to date.
(http://www.nasig.org/site_page.cfm?pk_association_
Conference Proceedings is hard at work getting the 2013
webpage_menu=308&pk_association_webpage=1166).
proceedings ready for press. Also, there have been
This is a great way to meet fun folks and learn a lot!
questions and discussions on the copyright and author
rights for future proceedings. These discussions will be
Well, it is almost time to saddle up and head to Fort
ongoing over the spring and summer. The Awards and
Worth for the annual conference. Keep an eye out on
Recognition committee (A & R) is knee deep in the
NASIG-L for updates and information. Stay warm!
review, selection, and logistical processing for the 2014
NASIG Awards. The Nominations and Elections
committee (N & E) has presented an excellent slate of
candidates for the 2014 election. Ballot information will
be coming out soon. Please vote!! The Membership
Development Committee (MDC) is working on a survey
to see what changes might be considered to the
conference format to attract those who haven’t
attended recently. The Student Outreach Committee
(SOC) is surveying students to see what would be
attractive in a professional organization for newlyminted or soon-to-graduate librarians. And, last but not
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2014 NASIG Election Slate

Mentoring Program

NASIG Nominations & Elections Committee
Heading to Fort Worth this May?
The following individuals are slated to appear on the
ballot for the 2014 NASIG election:
Vice President/President-Elect
(3-year term beginning 2014/15)

Is this your first conference and you're not sure what to
expect?
Are you old hat and eager to share your experience with
others?

Lisa Blackwell, Chamberlain College of Nursing
Carol Ann Borchert, University of South Florida
Member-at-Large
(3 to be elected; 2-year terms beginning 2014/15)
Michael Arthur, University of Central Florida
Beth Ashmore, Samford University
Eugenia Beh, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chris Bulock, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Christian Burris, Wake Forest University
Maria Collins, North Carolina State University
Lori Duggan, Indiana University
Sandy Folsom, Central Michigan University
Kelli Getz, University of Houston
Michael Hanson, Lafayette College
Wendy Robertson, University of Iowa
Marsha Seamans, University of Kentucky
Ted Westervelt, Library of Congress

If any of the above applies to you, consider signing up
for the mentoring program. We're planning a fabulous
reception and there's no better way to make a new
friend in the business than by becoming a mentor or
mentee.
More information is available at the NASIG Mentoring
Website.
The deadline for accepting applications is April 18, 2014.

In Memory of Birdie MacLennan
activities was remarkable and made NASIG a better
organization. Birdie’s willingness to mentor and teach
added to her tremendous contributions.

In Memorial
Joyce Tenney, NASIG President
Birdie we miss you.
Long time, active NASIG member, Birdie MacLennan
passed away on March 10, 2014, after a brief illness.
Birdie joined NASIG in 1991, and immediately offered
her time and talents to advance the organization. She
served on the NASIG Executive Board as Member-AtLarge from 1993-1997. Her work on the Electronic
Communications Committee, Continuing Education
Committee, the Translators Resource Team, and other
3

Her work on NASIG committees, SERIALST and other
activities touched the lives of so many in our
community. Her contributions were always positive,
valuable and innovative. The tributes to her life and her
contributions are still being shared. Many comments
echoed the sentiments that Birdie was a joy to work
with, full of life and curiosity, caring, kind and an
inspiration to others. As we move forward in the
coming days to deal with the loss and sorry of losing her
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way too soon, it is a help to see how greatly she was
valued. Please continue to share your remembrances
and thoughts.

In 2003, our ‘Mary’ connection began at the NASIG
conference in Portland. I had just finished reading Our
Lady of the Lost and Found by Diane Schoemperlen. It
tells the tale of a visit by the Virgin Mary to a modern
day writer and chronicles her appearances through
history. This inspired a visit to Our Lady’s Grotto which
is located just south of the city. From then on we
sought out Mary sightings as part of our reunions and
exchanged Mary memorabilia, including cards,
references and d’objets. I am now the proud owner of
a Mary night-light that Birdie purchased from a Quebec
truck stop. Every place I visit offers the chance to find
the comfort of Mary – and in that search I also find
Birdie.
Over the years, our letters and talks have followed
familiar themes – commiserating about the long winters
in snowy Vermont and rainforest of the Pacific
Northwest. Family, friendships, gardening, travels,
language studies and of course the travails of work –
work – work. Committee duties, a thesis, grants,
reports and presentation writing were all a challenge
but ultimately a triumph. Birdie was dedicated and
driven, and perhaps most of all, incredibly humble
about her contributions and commitment.

Birdie in Milwaukee - 2004

In Memorial
Kat McGrath
I first met Birdie at the NASIG conference in Vancouver
in 1994. She spent the summer here to study French
and we have been ‘chers amis’ ever since. We kept in
touch through increasingly multi-lingual birthday and
solstice cards, an annual New Year’s call and of course
NASIG and ALA conferences when the circumstances
were right.

4

In these past few days since Birdie’s passing, I have
been heartened by all the stories about her kindness,
integrity and endearing quirkiness that people have
shared. I know this is just the surface as I can see that
her influence has stretched far and run deep. I feel
tremendously sad with our loss. But the good company
of the many who loved and admired Birdie also
comforts me. I am grateful to NASIG for bringing us
together and to SERIALST and the many electronic
communication tools it spawned for keeping us in
touch. Most of all, I feel lucky for the time I’ve had with
this very special person. I will this treasure this always.
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Upcoming Conference News
CPC Update
Michael Hanson & Janice Lindquist, 2014 CPC Co-Chairs
Taking Stock and Taming New Frontiers, the 2014
NASIG Annual Conference in Fort Worth, Texas will be
here soon. Preconferences will be held on Wednesday
April 30 and May 1. Please arrive early on the first and
visit the Vendor Expo beginning at noon to catch up on
new products and services.
For your convenience while attending informal
discussion group sessions, box lunches for Saturday will
be available for purchase as part of the registration
process at the subsidized rate of $15. (NASIG will be
paying the other half of the $30 charge.) If you would
like to purchase one of these lunches it must be
confirmed prior to the close of registration. We will not
be able to offer extras the day of the event.

expect in Fort Worth, see the visitor’s bureau site at:
http://www.fortworth.com
Register early to get in on the excitement! Check out
the NASIG Conference website for loads of information
and tips.
Please contact the Conference Planning Committee at
confplan@nasig.org if you have any questions,
suggestions, or concerns. We look forward to greeting
you all in sunny (probably) Texas.

The Program Planning Committee has put together an
exciting choice of sessions. Register early and reserve
your place. See http://nasig2014.sched.org/.
The opening session will be at Billy Bob’s Texas which is
advertised as the largest honky-tonk in the world –
Welcome to Texas, folks! Following the opening
session, dinner, dancing, and other entertainment will
also be at Billy Bob’s. On Friday night we have arranged
for buses to transport you to the Fort Worth Stockyards,
a national historic district, great for shopping and good
food. Our hotel is located near Sundance Square where
you will find dozens of restaurants, shops, and
nightclubs. An annual festival, Mayfest, will be held
May 1 through 4 at Trinity Park. The festival features
music, crafts, and food. Admission is $8. Fort Worth
has some great restaurants.
The Conference Planning Committee (CPC) has posted a
detailed restaurant list on the conference website.
Please check out the list and start planning your eating
adventures. For additional information of what to
5

PPC Update
The Program Planning Committee (PPC) is looking
forward to seeing you in Fort Worth. We are excited
about the program for the upcoming conference. The
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topics are varied and are relevant to today’s
information professionals.

The vision sessions for the conference include:

The great ideas showcase was very well received at last
year’s conference as a multi-dimensional and
interactive approach to poster sessions. We will be
holding these again this year on Friday, May 2. The call
for proposals will go out in early March.
Once again we will be organizing informal discussion
groups during one of the lunch breaks at the
conference. This is an opportunity for user groups to
meet and discuss hot issues in serials or on other topics
relevant to NASIG attendees. The call will go out in late
February or early March, and the discussion groups are
scheduled to happen on Saturday, May 3. Because there
is not much time between the end of the morning’s
sessions and the start of the discussions, NASIG has
coordinated with the hotel to provide discounted boxed
lunches which can be purchased in advanced through
the registration form. Alternatively, there are several
take-out lunch options within walking distance of the
hotel.
PPC has added two new programs to the schedule this
year. In parallel with the great ideas showcase, we will
be holding snapshot sessions, which will consist of a
number of short 5-7 minute presentations with a focus
on an idea, project, workflow, etc. If you’ve always
wanted to speak at NASIG, but haven’t felt like you had
enough to say for a full session, this is a great
opportunity for you. PPC will be putting out a call for
proposals for snapshot sessions in early March as well.
The other new program is the vendor lightning talks.
The vendor lightning talks will consist of short
presentations by conference sponsors covering new
products, updates, and other important news. PPC
Vice-Chair Anna Creech will moderate the session.
Interested vendors and publishers should contact Bob
Boissy (ROBERT.BOISSY@SPRINGER.COM) for more
information.
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Critical Moments: Chance, Choice, and Change in
Scholarly Publishing
Friday, May 2, 9:00 -10:15 a.m.
Katherine Skinner, Executive Director, Educopia
Institute
Ours is an era defined by speed: soundbites, quick
transitions, and changing models. We all are both
witnesses and participants in the now decades-long
digital transformation of the intellectual landscape. The
roles, infrastructures, and workflows that long
undergirded the creation, dissemination, and
preservation of scholarship have been disrupted,
leaving open such questions as: what constitutes a
“serial” or a “publication”? How is it reviewed and
validated? How is it presented and disseminated? Who
has access to it, and under what circumstances? And
how will it persist? Dr. Katherine Skinner will consider
the roles of chance, choice, and change in academic
publishing. Using a sociology of culture lens, she will
discuss this critical moment in information management
and its implications for the future. She will consider
current and prospective models for scholarship and
knowledge dissemination, as well as the roles that key
information stakeholders—academic, non-profit,
government, and commercial—may play in the
evolution of this field.
From a System of Journals to a Web of Objects
Saturday, May 3, 9:00 -10:15 a.m.
Herbert Van de Sompel, Prototyping Team Leader,
Research Library of the Los Alamos National Laboratory
A lot has happened since scholarly journals made their
way onto the web about two decades ago. Increasingly
the research process, not just research communication,
is web-based. Articles and books are no longer the only
objects relevant to research communication. Objects
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created and used as part of the research endeavor do
not have the same sense of fixity that traditional
publications had. And, machines are joining humans as
creators and consumers of research objects. The
presentation will observe these ongoing changes and
will explore some of the possible consequences for
networked, digital research communication.

We are offering the following preconferences:

Reaching New Horizons: Gathering the Resources
Librarians Need to Make Hard Decisions

Les Hawkins, Coordinator of the CONSER program at the
Library of Congress
Hien Nguyen, CONSER Specialist at the Library of
Congress

Sunday, May 4, 9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
Jenica Rogers, Director of Libraries, State University of
New York at Potsdam
The information market bubble seems to be bursting,
for libraries, with many librarians decrying the end of
the “big deal” and looking toward new models for
information access and delivery. But it’s not easy to
change our academic institutions, or our expectations
after an era of plenty in scholarly communications and
serial publishing. Many librarians are left wondering
how to enact meaningful change in support of a new
way of doing things. Jenica Rogers insists that it can be
done, and done well. She will speak to the skills and
resources librarians and administrators need to build in
order to create thoughtful change at the local level,
make hard decisions with confidence, and build
community around the ever-evolving needs of libraries.

RDA & Serials: Transitioning to RDA within a MARC 21
Framework
Wednesday, April 30, 1:00-5:00 p.m. & Thursday, May
1, 8:00 a.m. - noon

This workshop provides the basic principles of serials
cataloging using RDA and MARC 21 applicable to both
original and copy cataloging. The workshop focuses on
applying CONSER RDA core elements for serials.
The course is designed for those new to serials:
beginning serials catalogers and technicians and
monograph catalogers working with serials.
Experienced AACR2 serials catalogers wishing to make
the transition to RDA are welcome to take this course as
a primer to RDA serial cataloging.
Building Your Licensing and Negotiation Skills Toolkit
Wednesday, April 30, 1:00-5:00 p.m.
Claire Dygert, Assistant Director for Licensing and EResources, Florida Virtual Campus
The first part of the pre-conference will explore the role
of license agreements in the e-resource environment,
and detail best practices for creating agreements that
protect the rights of users and libraries. Part two of the
preconference will focus on developing negotiating
skills and strategies and the confidence to employ
them.
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Big Deals and Squeaky Wheels: Taking Stock of Your
Stats

brainstorming and sharing ideas from the traditional
(such as institutional repositories) to the newer like
library-based publishing.

Thursday, May 1, 8:00 a.m. – noon
Lea Currie, Head of Content Development, University of
Kansas
Angie Rathmel, Electronic Resources Librarian,
University of Kansas

The full schedule of events can be found at:
http://nasig2014.sched.org/.

Attendees will be able to take stock of the tools and
technologies available to assess e-resources for
collection decisions, as well as gain hands-on
experience in taming this particular assessment
frontier. The combination of presentation and handson activities will focus on “big-deal” e-journal packages
analysis with some brief attention to methods for
assessing individual resources, such as databases and ebooks.
From Ideas to Action: Supporting Open Access at the
Local Level
Thursday, May 1, 8:00 am - noon
Amy Buckland, eScholarship, ePublishing & Digitization
Librarian, McGill University
Join us to discuss policies and services, building social
capital, optimizing unique opportunities, and how to
involve community stakeholders in all that the library
does. Attendees should be ready to look at practical and
actual initiatives at their institution - we will be

Profile of Sanjeet Mann
Wm. Joseph Thomas
February 1, 2014
Sanjeet Mann chairs the Core Competencies Task Force,
a role he has been growing toward since he attended
Dr. Sarah Sutton’s presentation at the 2010 Annual
Conference. He was a recent graduate, still active with
his LIS program through the alumni association, and
8

wanted to understand how library school could better
prepare future e-resource librarians. Sanjeet says that
he volunteered to assist Sarah with coding survey
responses, and later accepted her invitation to join the
Core Competencies Task Force. His library uses other
competencies statements for professional development
in reference and instruction, so he sees the value of a
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similar set of competencies for e-resource librarians.
However, the process of defining these competencies
has also enabled Sanjeet to connect with other
librarians and consider the work of the profession at a
global level. According to Sanjeet, “Creating the
competencies was a great way for all of us on the
taskforce to develop a broad perspective on e-resources
beyond our home campuses’ procedures.”

Sanjeet received his MSLIS from UCLA in 2008, having
entered the program not long after graduating from
Pomona College with a BA in English. He also took a lot
of music classes and worked at the computing support
helpdesk as an undergraduate, and continues his love of
music and his interest in computers and software today.
Regarding his transition from study of literature to
library science, Sanjeet writes, “I was interested in the
development of the novel and the implied relationship
between authors, narrators, and readers, and wrote my
undergraduate thesis about contemporary novels
involving narrators that struggled to tell unusually
complex stories. I was trying to describe what I saw as
‘information problems’ in these novels, without having
the vocabulary for it.” After graduating, Sanjeet worked
9

at Pomona for a year full time on the ITS staff, serving
as a computing support liaison to the science
departments while he contemplated applying to
graduate school. This gave him time to understand that
a career in academia appealed to him, and two events
nudged him to librarianship: reading Lara Townsend
Kane’s Straight from the Stacks and an internship with
librarian Jason Price, studying the online availability of
print serials. Interning confirmed for Sanjeet that library
school was the right choice, and even suggested his
future specialization in e-resources work.
As we librarians consider pathways into the profession,
there are two received notions that Sanjeet suggests we
should challenge sometimes. One is that everyone has a
“lucky break” somewhere in their career, one which
teaches them an important lesson, introduces a friend
or mentor, or provides a new work opportunity. The
truth is that it takes preparation to recognize when
you’re in the presence of one of these opportunities.
The other notion we should challenge occasionally is
the advice to LIS students to keep a broad range of
options open. Based on his own job search and service
on search committees so far, Sanjeet encourages LIS
students to recognize what kind of library and setting
they are most attracted to, and then get practical
experience in those settings. This experience could take
the form of internships or volunteer work, as long as it
exposes the LIS students to that library’s target
audience, and shows not only how the library serves its
constituents, but also how the library serves a role in its
parent organization.
Working at a smaller academic library, Sanjeet has
several different parts to his job and is more of a
generalist than some of his colleagues at other research
libraries. He feels this variety to be the proverbial
double-edged sword. On one hand he loves the variety
of tasks he can choose from, ranging from teaching an
instruction session to troubleshooting an e-resources
access issue. On the other hand, juggling competing
projects and their timetables can be difficult. Sanjeet
writes that he is “very fortunate to work with a
supportive director and colleagues who want to learn
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new things, understand the big picture of e-resource
management, and examine the way we do our work,
looking for improvement.” This supportive atmosphere
and the close collaboration with departmental faculty at
Redlands are important to Sanjeet. His current
University service includes chairing the General
Education Speaking Intensive Task Force, Faculty
Governance Steering Committee, and the Personnel
Policies Committee.
Working closely with fellow faculty members at
Redlands has broadened Sanjeet’s conception of his
professional identity as an educator first, “an academic
with a librarian specialty” as he puts it. In his academic
life, he fights a tendency to look to the future too much,
he says, thinking about how he would have time to do
the next great thing after he reaches the next stage in
the faculty promotion cycle. Sanjeet says, “The reality is,
though, that there are always new professional
opportunities and challenges out there.” He clarifies the
importance of “choosing to do a few things well” as new
librarians make a transition from the thrill of getting
started in their professional lives to maintaining the
time and effort required of succeeding as part of a
team. “Part of the lesson for me,” he writes, “was
learning to balance the initial excitement I feel when I
see the opportunity for something new (a new
collaboration, instruction session, statistical report, etc.)
against a realistic understanding of what the new
commitment would require of me, and being able to
recognize whether the opportunity advances some
deeper, worthwhile goal.” Sanjeet says that he’s tried to
be thoughtful in this way about which service projects
he has taken on, and he thinks that “this is something
useful for LIS students and new librarians to consider as
well.”
Indeed, Sanjeet has tackled some opportunities and
challenges via his service to a state organization and to
NASIG. Recently he finished a term chairing the
Statewide California Electronic Resource Consortium
(SCELC) Product Review Committee, and his NASIG
involvement has grown since he first attended the
Annual Conference in 2007. Sanjeet discovered NASIG
10

during his first e-resources internship, when he was
reading whatever he could find about serials and eresource librarianship—including some NASIG
Conference Proceedings that he found helpful. Since his
first conference, Sanjeet has recorded several sessions
for the NASIG Newsletter and the Conference
Proceedings. He presented a poster at NASIG’s 2012
Conference, and is excited to present this year. He feels
that the organization plays an important role for the
profession, and describes NASIG as an “excellent venue
for keeping up with the changing ‘big picture’ of serials
and e-resource librarianship.” Among trends to watch
are the effects of mobile devices and semantic web
technologies on the scholarly landscape. Further,
Sanjeet believes that the organization can help serialists
by providing balanced conversations between broader
trends and reports on specific ideas or initiatives at
member libraries.

Balance is not only important for our organizations and
our approach to our work; it is also necessary for us as
individuals. As Sanjeet transitions out of the “early
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career librarian” stage, he writes that he is “learning
valuable lessons about what it means to be balanced in
various ways, such as how to keep physically and
spiritually active, or how to set time aside for myself
and for my family.” Family time includes his wife and
their two Siamese mix cats, Jireh and Gabriel, who greet
them by spinning in circles, demanding their dinner.
Balance in his life also includes time set aside for music.
Sanjeet has played classical piano for many years and
tries to set aside some time each day for practice. He
says that he composes for fun and is currently working
on a project to write a set of sonatinas in all 24 keys,
progressing through a variety of styles representing the
Classical, Romantic, and 20th Century periods.

Receiving guidance from an experienced librarian at the
beginning of his career was important for Sanjeet, as it
was for many of us. That guidance helped him recognize
the kinds of problems he could tackle as an e-resource
librarian and gave him a sense of the skill set and work
experience that he would need to contribute to a library
after graduating. Sanjeet’s experience helped him
understand how librarianship thrives through a variety
of mentoring styles – traditional, reverse, peer to peer,
and more – and why it is important to support
internships and student workers in our libraries, and be
able to explain what we do to the next generation of
potential librarians.

Columns
Checking In
Kurt Blythe, Column Editor
[Note: Please report promotions, awards, new degrees, new
positions, and other significant professional milestones. You
may submit items about yourself or other members to Kurt
Blythe at kcblythe@email.unc.edu. Contributions on behalf
of fellow members will be cleared with the person mentioned
in the news item before they are printed. Please include your
e-mail address or phone number.]

Breaking the spell of two submissions per column, we
have three new members to welcome this quarter!
Edward Bergin is actually returning to the world of
serials, but he can do a better job than I of telling his
story:
I will be starting my new position as serials librarianTechnical Services at Sul Ross State University at
Alpine, Texas in mid-March. This is a reintroduction
to the world of serials, having left serials for the
head cataloging librarian position at Texas State
University from 1998-2006. After that I have worked
as a library consultant at a local museum to now. My
introduction to serials came in 1978 when I was
hired to be the journals and binding assistant at the
M.I.T. Barker Engineering Library. I had previously
worked at Harvard's library system (Widener) since
11

1969 in public services. I worked at MIT for seven
years before working at Brandeis University's
Goldfarb Library as serials retrospective conversion
coordinator in 1985. I left Brandeis to work at the
Library of Congress in 1991 where I cataloged serials
until 1995. One of my jobs there was to catalog
comic serials -- "Superman", "Spiderman", "Archie
and Jughead", etc. So if you go to OCLC, chances are
good that I may have cataloged one of those titles. I
left LC to become the serials librarian at Rice
University from 1995-1998 where I coordinated
activities amongst several departments: Cataloging,
Acquisitions, Database Management, Binding, and
Public Services. I have been blessed to have had
several mentors: Carol Robinson at M.I.T., Jeanetta
Ireland (RIP) at Brandeis, and Jean Hirons from
CONSER. I am returning to the field that I love and
look forward to resuming ties to NASIG, my favorite
conference and organization.
Jeannie Colson, on the other hand, wants first to say
that she’s never considered herself to be a serials
librarian. As she writes:

I’ve been in electronic resources most of my
professional life, but am self-taught and pretty much
“fly by the seat of my pants.” So, for example, I
collect and collate usage statistics, but I feel like I’m
missing much of the “so what” results that might be
gained from them. For another example, I manage
NASIG Newsletter
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our iteration of EZproxy. But I have NO idea how to
analyze the logs. Or if I should. Or why. It was
through an ER&L contact, I believe, that I was
pointed to NASIG as the source for learning so much
of what I know I lack. Like most librarians, I am the
only one here (Lee College Library) who does what I
do, so I need others who can point me in the right
direction when I’m floundering. Eventually, I may
have something to offer NASIG, but for now, I’m
here to learn! Thanks for being there!

In my spare time, I would like to devote myself to
researching and writing about library services and
users. Last October Chandos/Elsevier published my
first book entitled, Local community in the era of
social media technologies: a global approach. It has
been well-received by national, public and academic
libraries around the world.
Welcome (back, in one case) one and all!

Citations: Required Reading by NASIG Members
Kurt Blythe, Column
[Note: Please report citations for publications by the
membership—to include scholarship, reviews, criticism,
essays, and any other published works which would benefit
the membership to read. You may submit citations on behalf
of yourself or other members to Kurt Blythe at
kcblythe@email.unc.edu. Contributions on behalf of fellow
members will be cleared with the author(s) before they are
printed. Include contact information with submissions.]

We have two submissions for this quarter’s column,
both of which look to me to be interesting reads. Decide
for yourselves though, by checking out:
Bhatt, A.H. “E-resource round up: UKSG 2013 annual
conference and exhibition, Bournemouth, England, April
8-10th, 2013”. Journal of Electronic Resources
Librarianship. 25 (2013): 304-325.
This article was written by the 2013 John Merriman
award winner and University Librarian for Electronic
Resources at Florida Gulf Coast University, Anjana H.
Bhatt, detailing her trip to UKSG.
Hui-Lan Titangos has been a selection/cataloging
librarian in Collection Management Services at Santa
Cruz Public Libraries since 1999. She writes:
The management of serials – print and electronic – is
always one of our challenging areas compounded by
limitations caused by ILSes (DRA, Evergreen, and,
soon, Polaris). Via alcts-eforum, I saw your 2014
conference announcement in Texas and became
excited about its vision speakers, topics and the
sessions to be covered.
12

From Smita Joshipura, electronic resources
management coordinator at the Arizona State
University Libraries, we have a book chapter:
Joshipura, S., & Mehrens, C. “Patron-driven
acquisitions: A progressive model for the selection of
electronic resources.” In Progressive trends in electronic
resource management in libraries, edited by Nihar K.
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Patra, Bharat Kumar, and Ashis K. Pani, 69-85: IGI
Global, 2014.

Kathryn Wesley reports that

Congratulations to our authors, and happy reading to
all!

Title Changes
Kurt Blythe, Column Editor
[Note: Please report promotions, awards, new degrees, new
positions, and other significant professional milestones. You
may submit items about yourself or other members to Kurt
Blythe at kcblythe@email.unc.edu. Contributions on behalf
of fellow members will be cleared with the person mentioned
in the news item before they are printed. Please include your
e-mail address or phone number.]

“Last year, we had a major reorganization at
Clemson. Cataloging and Acquisitions merged to
form a new unit called Technical Services and
Collection Management. In addition to serials
cataloging and government documents, I’m now
responsible for the acquisitions side of standing
orders and binding. So these days they’re calling me
team leader of the Continuing Resources and
Government Documents Team.”
Cheers to all!

As with Citations this quarter, we have two title changes
about which to alert the membership:
As of December 1, 2013, Taryn Resnick is the electronic
resources acquisitions librarian and head of the
Licensing Resources Unit at the University of WisconsinMadison Memorial Library. Formerly, Taryn was the
electronic resources librarian at the Texas A&M
University Medical Sciences Library. Taryn may now be
reached at:
Taryn Resnick
Electronic Resources Acquisitions Librarian
General Library System
University of Wisconsin-Madison
330J Memorial Library
728 State Street
Madison, WI 53706
Phone: 608-890-2653
Fax: 608-262-4861
Email: tresnick@library.wisc.edu

13
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Serials & E-Resources News
Report on BIBFRAME and the
Future of Holdings Information
Selina Lin, Continuing Resources Cataloging Librarian,
University of Iowa Libraries
The 2014 ALA Midwinter forum sponsored by the
ALCTS/CRS Holdings Information Committee was held
on January 25, 3:00-4:00 pm. The two presenters were
Rebecca Guenther (Library of Congress) and Diane
Hillmann (Director of Metadata Initiatives for the
Information Institute of Syracuse). Guenther discussed
the BIBFRAME initiative and the impact it will have on
the communication of holdings information. Ms.
Hillmann discussed her research and shared her
thoughts on the future of holdings data.
Holdings in BIBFRAME: A High Level Model
Guenther’s presentation has two parts: the BIBFRAME
model and holdings in BIBFRAME. She delineated the
milestones of the BIBFRAME initiative—from its
beginnings in May 2011 to January 2014, when the
vocabulary was updated and a rudimentary editing tool
was developed. Based on linked data and semantic web
technologies, the BIBFRAME initiative is an effort to
provide a foundation for the future exchange of
bibliographic description. The development of the
BIBFRAME initiative was precipitated by technological
and environmental changes. Its goals are as follows:
 To inherit the robust nature of MARC and integrate
library data with other cultural heritage on the web.
 To maintain content standard neutrality (RDA,
DACS, CCO, etc.).
 To handle description and management of both
traditional and non-traditional materials.
 To integrate supporting data (authorities, holdings,
classification, community information).
 To leverage web technologies (collaboration,
linking, web triggers).
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There are four resource classes that comprise the
BIBFRAME model:
 work (conceptual essence of the cataloged item)
 instance (material embodiment of work)
 authority (key concepts defining relations to works
and instances)
 annotation (assertion about the other core class
elements)
Guenther then turned her focus to holdings, which are
found at the annotation level. To support a proposed
holdings model, classes (Held Material and Held Item)
and properties are introduced. The model is
represented in RDF (Resource Description Framework),
e.g. bf:annotates for properties; bf:holdingsFor and
bf:componentOf for sub-properties. And for combining
Works and Instances, bf:includesWork and
bf:includesInstance. The prefix bf: denotes the
BIBFRAME namespace.
She examined four monographic holdings scenarios
using BIBFRAME models. They are as follows: simplest
scenario (single volume work, an instance, one copy);
multiple copies (single volume work, an instance,
multiple copies); new work created (for the purpose of
combining two existing related works); and bound with
(two unrelated works, published individually, bound
together by a library). As of the date of her
presentation, scenarios for serials holdings and
reproductions have not been developed.
After showing some sample BIBFRAME-encoded records
(work, instance, and holdings) and the BIBFRAME
transformation tool, Guenther concluded that there is a
need for additional work. Specifically, she
recommended additional use scenarios, modeling for
detailed serials holdings, additional functionality for
holdings, and a revised vocabulary.
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A Consideration of Library Holdings in the World
beyond MARC
Hillmann’s presentation focused on the current
research regarding the functionality of holdings data. A
lot of work has been done on bibliographic information,
but due to its complexity, only recently has some
attention been given to holdings information. She listed
traditional functional needs for holdings as follows:
 Communication between libraries and
vendors/publishers about subscriptions, payments
and issuances.
 Communication between libraries about specific
availability for access (including ILL).
 Internal management of materials (e.g., predictive
check-in, remote storage, preservation, etc.).
 Support for users with specific (sometimes
problematic) citations.
In the analog world, we have holdings standards, such
as MARC21 holdings, NISO Z39.71, and ISO 10324:1997.
Many new standards are being developed in an
increasingly digital world. A comprehensive list of
ongoing efforts on holdings can be found at the German
National Library (DNB) site:
https://wiki.dnb.de/display/DINIAGKIM/Collection+of+
Holdings+Ontologies,+Vocabularies,+Standards. The
DNB’s ongoing work offers a different view about
service, agent, item, document, holdings, and title.
Further information is available at its wiki site:
https://wiki.dnb.de/display/DINIAGKIM/Scope+of+Holdi
ngs.

ONIX (http://www.editeur.org/123/Serials-CoverageStatement) is a standard developed by EDITUR to be
used primarily for business messaging between
publishers, vendors, and libraries. It is based on MARC
Format Holdings Data to some extent.
Another standard is schema.org (http://schema.org),
which “provides a collection of schemas, i.e., html tags
that webmasters can use to markup their pages in ways
recognized by major search providers. Search engines
including Bing, Google, Yahoo!, and Yanex rely on this
markup to improve the display of search results, making
it easier to find the right web pages.”
Finally, Hillmann discussed her research at Metadata
Management Associates (MMA). The work is based on
MARC 21 bibliographic format, and the goal is to enable
use of MARC holdings for mapping or re-use in a
different environment.
In conclusion, Hillmann said there is no one solution, as
we’re not living in a “one-size-fits-all” world, and
therefore, the functional requirements vary greatly
based on needs of particular communities. Holdings
approaches change in tandem with their “parent”
schemas.
Ms. Hillmann’s presentation slides can be found at:
http://www.slideshare.net/smartbroad/libraryholdings/

Executive Board Minutes
October Board Meeting
Date: October 7, 2013
Place: Hilton Fort Worth - Continental Room
Attendees
Executive Board:
Joyce Tenney, President
Bob Boissy, Past-President
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Steve Kelley, Vice President/President-Elect
Shana McDanold, Secretary
Beverly Geckle, incoming Treasurer
Members at Large:
Clint Chamberlain
Tim Hagan
Selden Lamoureux
Sarah Sutton
Peter Whiting
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Ex Officio:
Angela Dresselhaus
Guests:
Michael Hanson and Janice Lindquist, CPC co-chairs
Kelli Getz and Anna Creech, PPC chair and vice chair
Anne McKee, Conference Coordinator

The complementary food in the hotel contract has
usually been used for the First Timers reception, but
due to flexibility in contract, we will use it for the
Vendor Expo this year (no alcohol included) and the
First Timers reception will be light snacks (like
cheese/fruit, brownies, etc.).
The Vendor Expo will be table tops only. Vendors must
break down their table by 8pm. Busses will be
circulating to and from the opening reception location
and the CPC will highlight this in the program.

Regrets:
Jennifer Arnold, Treasurer (on leave)
Chris Brady, Member at Large
1.0 Welcome (Tenney)

Boissy let the CPC know conservative estimates for
sponsorship and registrations for budgeting.

Tenney called the meeting to order at 8:15am and
reviewed the meeting ground rules.
2.0 CPC (Hanson, Lindquist, Tenney)

McKee suggested the CPC reach out to Texas Library
Association and suggest some joint sponsorship to draw
people in.

CPC provided a copy of their preliminary budget. They
are currently looking at off-site event locations and will
be touring sites and the hotel in the afternoon. The
website updating is happening, although they are
currently sending things to the ECC due to some
confusion and editing issues.

Pat Smith is the current TxLA President. Getz is a
member of TLA, and will reach out to the
sections/round tables and encourage presentations and
showcase. TICU is the Texas Independent Colleges &
Universities. Getz will work with Trina to reach out to
the TICU as well.

Hanson asked about the procedure for selecting a local
speaker for the opening session. Tenney replied that in
the past it has been by word of mouth (such as speaker
suggestions from local folks; Chamberlain said he will
ask around). Depending on the location of the opening
session, they may want to select a speaker that’s
related (e.g. if at stockyards have a speaker about cattle
stuff). One suggestion that came up was to look at
Darrel Saxon, who is the former Dean of the Library at
UTA and has a history and special collections
background.

ACTION ITEM: Sutton will let Student Outreach know to
push PR to the Oklahoma and Texas library schools.

The CPC is currently working on the schedule. They are
looking to hold the Vendor Expo from noon-5pm on
Thursday to allow for evening flexibility, and include
food (such as a light lunch or mid-afternoon snack) to
draw people into the Expo.
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The CPC has received an offer from Southern Medical
Library Association for volunteers. They are holding
their conference at the same hotel the end of October
and have offered to share documentation as well.
3.0 PPC (Getz, Creech, Kelley)
PPC reported the call for proposals was sent Oct. 1st.
They are using the proposal space product this year to
track submissions.
Vision speakers have been contacted: Skinner is
tentatively scheduled for Friday (Creech is working on it
currently), Herbert will be on Saturday (MOU sent);
Jenica Rodgers is scheduled for Sunday (MOU sent).
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The current pre-conferences are: RDA workshop (2 x 4
hr. session, Les and Hien), eresources for beginners
(licensing/negotiation - Claire Dygert - Wed.), advanced
eresources (Lisa Macklin - Thurs.), and open access
workshop (Amy Buckland – Thurs.)

conference from E&A. A process needs to be worked
out so it’s routine. (Whiting)

PPC will be looking at possible locations today for the
Great Ideas Showcase during the hotel tour.

4.0 Site Selection (McKee, Kelley, Tenney)
McKee, Kelley and Tenney reported on the status of the
2016 site selection process and updated on the status
of the contract for 2015 Conference.

PPC had the following questions:








McKee reported that the proceedings are part of Serials
Librarian and T&F just bought Serials Review.

There was a discussing of having Lightening Talks
similar to the UKSG model and various procedural
and scheduling issues were discussed.
PPC clarified the pre-conference speaker rates. They
receive the discounted registration of a flat $200.
All ½ off registrations have been changed to a flat
$200. Other speaker reimbursement issues were
discussed.
The MOU language for pre-conference and
consensus worked out. It remains open ended to
cover decisions.
The PPC asked about the timing for discussion
groups and the possibility of box lunches. It is not
yet decided and will discuss with hotel to determine
box lunches. It is not possible/reasonable to do
lunch time discussion groups without box lunches
available due to timing. One option is during
registration participants sign up for a box lunch with
additional $10 fee (members pay for this, so you
MUST sign up in advance). This would mean an
early call for discussion groups so lunches are
tied/linked to groups. The Board stressed to make it
clear that the box lunch is a discounted rate and
that we need to have slip/receipt for lunches for
reimbursement.

VOTE: Lamoureux made a motion to approve a nominal
box lunch fee paired with informal discussion groups
with logistics to be worked out by PPC and CPC. Kelley
seconded. All voted in favor.

The Board also suggested putting the dates up for
future Conferences on the NASIG website as soon as
they are determined, even if location not determined
and even if we don't have a contract yet, for planning
purposes. The dates for the 2015 Conference need to
be posted immediately.
ACTION ITEM: Tenney will send dates for 2015 and
2016 conferences to ECC to post on website.
5.0 Secretary’s Report (McDanold)
5.1 Action Items Update
The changes and new Action Items are combined in a
new document posted to the Board space called
ActionItems2013October.docx, which replaces the
ActionItems2013June.docx version. A summary of the
changes follows.
COMPLETED Items:
ACTION ITEM: Shadle will poll vendors via email to see
how NASIG could be more valuable to them/how the
conference could be a more valuable experience. This
should include sponsorship, the vendor expo, or other
forms of participation. COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Arnold will clarify committee budget
requests timeline and Board report form. COMPLETE

ACTION ITEM: Continuing Ed wants a list of well
received sessions (highest rated) from previous
17
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ACTION ITEM: Add coordination duties to pastpresident manual for conference sponsorships (Shadle)
COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: The SOC will compile the survey
questions and send them to the Board for approval. The
survey will target past student attendees and past
student award winners. The survey of non-member
students will be handled separately. (Clark) COMPLETE survey going out in January; will have responses by May
Board meeting
ACTION ITEM: The Publicist will take charge of
distributing content to UKSG (Hagan) COMPLETE happening; publicist sends to Steve, who sends it to
UKSG
ACTION ITEM: Tenney, Shadle, Boissy, Geckle, and
Arnold will conduct a meeting to review and edit
paperwork/form for Conference sponsorships.
(Boissy/Arnold) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: McDanold will suggest to NISO Education
Committee to do a co-sponsored webinar with NASIG in
2014 and will put them in contact with Chamberlain.
COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Revise the Conference sponsorship
options: review levels of sponsorships at ER&L and
Charleston; Arnold will provide historical
registration/funding information for consideration;
revise NASIG levels to three tiers; review discounted
registration rate benefit; bring proposal to Board by
August (Shadle/Tenney/Boissy/Whiting) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Boissy will send T&F author
documents/contracts to McDanold. McDanold will post
in Board space under the June 2013 documents.
COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Proceedings needs to ask Program
Planning for the issues voiced by presenters regarding
the T&F agreements and use them to inform their
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review of the author agreements for the conference
proceedings. (Lamoureux /Kelley) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Sutton/Lamoureux will send latest
version of the Core Competencies document to
McDanold to post to Board space under the June 2013
documents. COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Board will review the latest version of
the Core Competencies document and vote via Survey
Monkey. (All) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: After Board approves Core Competencies
document, send to Publicist for broad distribution.
(Lamoureux) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: FDC will explore and brainstorm funding
ideas including suggesting possible uses for the funds
raised. Whiting will share the Board’s suggestions for
the use of monies: awards, part-time administrator to
provide continuity from year to year and ease demand
on the volunteers/Board members, ensure the financial
health of NASIG, Membership Development campaigns.
(Whiting) COMPLETE; FDC report submitted; lifetime
membership
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will follow up with CEC to
see if the original May presenter (Lisa Kurt) is available
to present in a future webinar on data visualization.
COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: CEC add a few standard slides to every
webinar for NASIG membership promotion and NASIG
webinar promotion. (Chamberlain) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: McDanold will set up a private Google
Calendar for the 2013/2014 Executive Board and link to
it from the Board work space. COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Ask PPC to consider how to include
language in their contract for all speakers to allow for
live streaming. (Kelley) COMPLETE
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ACTION ITEM: Arnold will ask the NASIG accountant
whether or not the outgoing chair gift funds donated
back to NASIG is tax deductible (outgoing chair has the
option of not accepting the gift; the funds are
“donated” back to NASIG instead). COMPLETE
UPDATED Items
ACTION ITEM: Zellner will ask proceedings editor to
discuss with T&F to digitize the entire content as per
PIE-J going forward. Check about retro-digitization. IN
PROCESS; transfer to Lamoureux
ACTION ITEM: Wait to make suggested changes to the
Newsletter layout/pages; changes will take place during
Newsletter training in June (Dresselhaus) IN PROCESS;
rewriting newsletter position description - not
layout/pages
ACTION ITEM: Encourage Membership Development to
be more active; work more closely with Student
Outreach and PubPR for proactive promotion;
brainstorm some active campaign ideas. (Brady) IN
PROCESS; discussion ongoing
ACTION ITEM: MDC and Student Outreach to work with
three Texas library schools (and possibly Oklahoma) to
specifically encourage attendance at the 2014
conference in Fort Worth (campaign starting in
September 2013). Emphasize Great Ideas showcase.
(Brady) IN PROCESS; Sutton will ensure Texas library
schools on radar
ACTION ITEM: CPC 2014 will need to coordinate a
possible job fair. (Tenney will notify CPC and PPC cochairs when appointed.) IN PROCESS; in discussion
ACTION ITEM: Ongoing: have PPC send list of
presentation proposals that were not accepted but
would be possible webinar topics to CEC.
(Kelley/Chamberlain) IN PROCESS; updated per Board
discussion with CEC - working with E&A
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ACTION ITEM: Review MOU for speakers/presenters to
make language stronger to discourage cancellations
(documented emergencies, NASIG is including their
presence in budgeting, expect registration for
conference by a specific date (discounted rate only valid
through early bird registration deadline), etc.). This does
not apply to invited vision speakers. Ensure a signed
MOU for ALL presenters. Have a draft submitted to the
Board by August 1, 2013. (Kelley, PPC) IN PROCESS;
MOU complete; speaker agreements to be discussed
later; T&F copyright discussion
ACTION ITEM: Ask PPC to compile a list of the most well
received presentations that could be reworked as a
webinar and send list to CEC. (Kelley/Chamberlain) IN
PROCESS; REVISED to E&A send to CEC
IN PROCESS Items
ACTION ITEM: Pull together essays for award winners
and post to archives; compile questions and keep in
A&R space; McDanold, Lamoureux will work with A&R
and Archives to coordinate submission. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: McDanold will draft formal statement
regarding adding volunteers to committee listservs (but
not as full committee members) for distribution to
committees to be voted on by Board – in minutes,
needs to be communicated. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Clark will ask CEC to put out a call for
volunteers to help set up webinars over the next year
and to work with this year’s PPC to get names and
proposals. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Clark will ask CEC to work with PPC to
identify content and use survey results to potential
locations and organizers. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Solicit feedback from the members of
PubPR, CEC, and ECC and review the trial in February
before Kelley begins committee appointments. IN
PROCESS
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ACTION ITEM: Once all 2014 Conference special events
are decided, Treasurer and CPC will communicate on
insurance needs for Ft. Worth. (Arnold) IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Conference Proceedings will review
author contracts from T&F and make recommendations
for clarity and possible changes; meet with T&F contact
if needed. (Boissy) IN PROCESS; ALA Midwinter meeting
ACTION ITEM: Core Competencies Task Force will make
a recommendation for a revision cycle and make a
recommendation which committee would be
responsible for the Core Competencies document
moving forward. (Sutton) IN PROCESS; in committee
reports
ACTION ITEM: Have CEC ask WebEx to see statistics of
downloads of presentations to gage use beyond
attendance during the webinars. (Chamberlain) IN
PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: CEC should review the NISO and ALCTS
webinar schedules to avoid conflicts; and publish the
schedule for the year in advance. (Chamberlain) IN
PROCESS; setting schedule now
ACTION ITEM: MDC ask Registrar for list of webinar
participants who are non-NASIG members for a
targeted membership campaign. (Brady/Arnold) IN
PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: FDC will evaluate costs and investigate
streaming options for portions (such as Vision
sessions/all attendee sessions) of the 2014 Conference,
including both NASIG run and outsourcing options in the
review. (Whiting) IN PROCESS
DEFERRED Items due to ArcStone Upgrade
ACTION ITEM: [Carr, Arnold, Shadle, and Ginanni] will
work on providing mutual access to manuals for CPC,
PPC, PPR, and the Past President. IN PROCESS until
website fully functional
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ACTION ITEM: Hagan will ask ECC to explore where we
could add advertisements into the NASIG website
without ArcStone intervention, and pass that
information to FDC. Deferred until ArcStone upgrade is
complete to see impact of new authorizations within
ArcStone on website permissions and editing options IN
PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: McDanold and Whiting will follow up
with the Archivist regarding the photo move from
ArcStone to Flickr and the necessary edits to the
webpage and Flickr page. Explore impact of recent (May
2013) changes to Flickr site (increased storage, new
“groups” guidelines, etc.) IN PROCESS deferred for web
migration; Whiting will confirm the photo location with
Deborah - send to ECC email
ACTION ITEM: Ask ECC to investigate other listserv
options (Hagan); ask ECC to contact BeeNet for new
quote/offer. IN PROCESS on hold due to migration;
BeeNet has domain name registration and hosts main
servers; update exactly what we have with them with
costs; could us free or low-cost Google products but
Spam filtering would be an issue
ACTION ITEM: Boissy suggests a sub-group to review
the orphan documents from the ECC website
reorganization. Tenney volunteered to review the
documents and get an idea of the scope and scale of the
documents to be reviewed and will propose a plan.
Waiting on ECC to move forward after ArcStone
upgrade IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Whiting and McDanold will talk with ECC
to ensure that the Photo Historian has the proper
ArcStone authorizations to manage the photos on the
website (including delete rights). Deferred until
ArcStone upgrade is complete to see impact of new
authorizations within ArcStone on website permissions
and editing options
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5.2 Approval of Board Activity Report
NASIG Executive Board Actions

McDanold requested that the board provide any
feedback on the organization of Board documents in
the new ArcStone Board space.

June 2013- September 2013

6.0 Treasurer’s Report (Geckle)

The following actions were taken by the NASIG
Executive Board for the period of June 2013-September
2013:

Geckle reported on Arnold's behalf that NASIG is
financially sound and that at this point committees have
underspent overall.

7/2/13 - Board agrees to lower the advertising rate for
the NASIG Newsletter, as proposed by the Financial
Development Committee.

A&R has requested to add $2000; the request was
approved.

7/15/13 - Board supports the Program Planning
proposal to have one “Call for Proposals” for the 2014
conference.
7/22/13 - Board approves the final draft of the Core
Competencies for E-Resource Librarians. Special thanks
were given to the Core Competencies Task Force for all
of their efforts.
7/24/13 - Board approves theme for 2014 conference in
Fort Worth, Texas. “Taking Stock and Taming New
Frontiers”
7/30/13 - Board approves June 2013 NASIG Business
Meeting Minutes.
8/15/13 - Board approves June 2013 NASIG Executive
Board Meeting Minutes.
8/21/13 - Board approves co-sponsorship of a webinar
on Open Access with the University of South Florida.
8/21/13 - Board approves $500 for sponsorship of Great
Lakes E- Summit.
9/4/13 - Board approves conference logo.
VOTE: Motion to approve from Boissy, seconded by
Whiting. All voted in favor.
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For the CEC budget, Chamberlain reported that
quarterly webinars might be ambitious. CEC will look for
other opportunities for co-sponsoring, and spend a bit
more money for tech support from the webinar
company. Additionally, Arnold and Geckle have moved
the sponsorship line from the CEC budget to a separate
line item in the overall budget.
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will direct CEC to
investigate tech support options for webinars by
Midwinter meeting.
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will remind CEC that they
can request for Board approval to pay speakers an
honorarium.
VOTE: Lamoureux made a motion to accept budget with
additional CEC (to be investigated; provisionally $2000)
and A&R ($2000) monies, seconded by Chamberlain. All
voted in favor.
7.0 Committee Reports including Consent Agenda (All)
Lamoureux reviewed the questions from Awards &
Recognition. A&R would like to shift the emphasis from
students to new professionals as they feel that fostering
relationships with new professionals will strengthen
NASIG membership and visibility.
Would it be possible to expand the number of Horizon
awards given and/or develop new scholarships? And, is
it possible to reduce the number of student awards?
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The Board agreed to limit the number of student
awards to 3 (not including the Mexican Student Award),
and consider funding an award for a new professional.
Overall the Board supports shifting attention from
students to new professionals. One possible suggestion
the Board discussed was the creation of a something
like the Horizon Award specifically for EResources. The
award would need to be named to differentiate it from
the Horizon Award.
ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask A&R will create an
award for new eresources professionals (similar to
Horizon, but focus on core competencies and named
something different)
A&R also asked about supporting one preconference
plus housing for the Mexican Student Award winner.
The Board agreed that this is not possible as it adds a
layer of significant complication, but suggested possibly
adding a free webinar of the winner's choice to the
award.
A&R asked to confirm how many awards of each variety
can be given out. The list is as follows:
1 Horizon award
1 Tuttle
1 Merriman
1 Mexican
1 Fritz award
1 serials specialist award
3 student awards
1 Robischon award
They also inquired if there are multiple good candidates
for an award if they can give out more than one some
years. The Board confirmed that for the Merriman,
Tuttle, Fritz and Mexican awards, there cannot be more
than one winner each year, but the other awards can
expand or contract as needed depending on candidates.
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Are there guidelines for determining if a non-academic
applicant is a “specialist” and not a “professional”?
The Board determined that the specialist designation is
determined by position description at the institution,
and that usually specialist means no MLS is required.
Professional positions require a MLS (or equivalent).
Can an applicant with an MLS apply for both the Horizon
award and the Specialist award?
The Board determined that the Horizon is for new
professional position holders, thus, based on the
position, an applicant cannot be both a specialist and in
a new professional position.
ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask A&R to review award
language to ensure are consistent with core
competencies (for awards other than Horizon - Horizon
must remain general)
ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask A&R to draft possible
ideas for a faculty award and/or capstone award. Boissy
is available for conference calls to discuss, as is Sutton
(for faculty perspective).
It was suggested by the Board that it the 30th
Anniversary of NASIG in 2015 would be a good
opportunity to give out a career capstone award. The
capstone will not have to be given every year.
The final issue from A&R was the Tuttle Award. They
noted that award has been in existence for 14 years and
only 8 recipients have been named. Is the scope of the
award too narrow or unclear? If so, can it be expanded
or revised? The Board agreed that the Tuttle Award is a
niche award, and it doesn’t have to be given every year.
It is acceptable the way that it is currently. Tuttle has
been clarified several times in the past. The Board
suggested that A&R approach PhD programs for
candidates. Lamoureux ensured that advertisements
sent to all library schools so that’s covered.
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Conference Proceedings questions were addressed
during the Board's Speaker MOU discussion.

Arnold can supply contact name.
(Whitting/Dresselhaus/Arnold)

CEC asked if they are responsible for the NASIG Guides
on the website. The Board agreed they fall under CEC's
purview. In addition, E&A will be giving CEC the list of
the most popular sessions from each Conference to
consider as webinar topics.

ACTION ITEM: Treasurer will send list to FDC of tier 1
and tier 2 contacts at end of 2013 conference;
advertisements for thank you for support.

Core Competencies: The Board approves the Core
Competencies TF suggestion to create addendum for
serials to the existing core competencies rather than a
separate document. It was also suggested to include the
following topics in the addendum: binding and
archiving/preservation issues and programs for serials,
relationship with digital archiving programs, digitization
efforts, and possibly predatory publishers.
D&D had no questions for the board.
ECC would like to add online credit card donations as an
option. The Board would like ECC to provide suggestions
about where to put the link for credit card donations
other than the donations page, while maintaining
awareness of the primary real estate on the website.
FDC asked when the list of sponsors for free advertising
in newsletter would be available. Boissy indicated the
earliest the list will be available would be January, and
that it wouldn't be complete until closer to the
conference. Regarding the timing for advertisements,
one possibility is having the September newsletter
include a thank-you spread for both Tier 1 and Tier 2
sponsors. The May newsletter (closest to the
conference) would be for Tier 1 sponsors to advertise,
and Tier 2 sponsors would have the opportunity in a
different issue.
ACTION ITEM: Review sponsorship page from 2013
conference; contact tier 1 and tier 2 sponsors with offer
for newsletter ad as a thank you for support; coordinate
with Dresselhaus on space/timing for newsletter (Sept.
is highest circulation for Tier 1; May is second highest);
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MDC has determined that lists of members that have
not renewed can be generated from ArcStone. The
Board approved running the list monthly and contacting
members for why
The questions from PPC were answered by the Board
earlier in the meeting. One clarification from the Board
is that lightning talks will not be part of the proceedings
as they are not sessions.
Site Selection asked whether we should continue to
inquire about dates outside of conference date ranges if
sufficient incentive for change. The Board approved Site
Selection inquiring. Dresselhaus noted that May is
difficult for students and faculty due to the academic
calendar.
PubPR asked the Board to review the Wikipedia entry
for NASIG. The Board made the following suggestions:
 More emphasis on what we do beyond the
conference, such as that we are a volunteer
organization, the “publisher neutral” stance,
awards, core competencies, etc.
 Remove/revise: “NASIG welcomes anyone
interested in the serials information chain.”
 Focus on description instead of promotion
ACTION ITEM: The Board will suggest exact edits via
email by 10/18/2013. Chamberlain will collect them and
share the final document with the Board.
(Board/Chamberlain)
Student Outreach is suggesting a Boot Camp type of
training opportunity for students. They also asked about
a webinar or webinar series for student participation
focusing on practitioner related topics, including a train
the trainer type session. The Board noted there is a time
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and resource commitment for train the trainer.
Suggestions for a Boot Camp style student workshop
include: partnering with state library associations
meetings, working with library schools (the Board noted
practitioner sessions would be welcome as that’s a void
in current schools (with a few exceptions)), or a
professional event similar to an online “course” that
would cost money and be offered 1 or 2 times a year.
One option for an online would be to use something like
Canvas to host a MOOC, and have content from
professionals already teaching courses to collaborate
and create course together. The Board also suggested
looking at the ALCTS Fundamentals courses as an
example.
ACTION ITEM: Sutton/Chamberlain will take question of
“how will we build on this” to the SOC and CEC as well
as move forward with plan for a web course.

category and option for a vendor to pay for Wi-Fi
coverage in meeting space for a day $3000 (they will be
credited with a sign indicating Wi-Fi “provided in part
by” name).
Other suggested changes included:
 Time to noon-5pm; setup from 9:30-11:30am;
with take down by 8pm
 Deadline to Feb. 14 to allow time to plan lightning
talks
Finally, refund dates were changed due to earlier
conference dates
Organizational member form will have the same
changes as appropriate, except costs for costs for other
sponsorships reduced by $250 to recognize the
organizational membership (e.g. Wi-Fi would be $2750).

Student Outreach completed the survey to target past
student attendees and past student award winners
regarding ongoing participation. It will be going out in
January, and there will be responses by May Board
meeting for discussion.

One thing to make sure NASIG keeps track of is the
difference between Tier 1 (org) vs Tier 1 (sponsor).

N&E reported that our current nomination numbers are
a bit low.

VOTE: Motion to approve the documents with indicated
edits from McDanold; seconded by Lamoureux. All
voted in favor.

ACTION ITEM: Boissy will ask N&E to do another call for
nominations. Coordinate with Char Simser to broadcast
far and wide on NASIG publicity options.

The Newsletter ads will be put in the confirmation
letter, and will not as part of the forms.

ACTION ITEM: Hagan will find out where the logos live
in the new website for use by NASIG affiliated events
and share it with the Board.

VOTE: Motion to approve Consent Agenda from Sutton;
seconded by Lamoureux. All voted in favor.

About → Logos on left hand menu

8.0 Sponsorship/Vendor Expo Update- (Boissy)

9.0 Survey Updates

Boissy asked the Board to review documents posted in
9.1 MDC- Survey for Members not Attending
Conference (Brady)
the Board space regarding the Vendor Expo form (not
the organizational membership form). Providing
Brady provided an update given before meeting and
electricity to vendors is included in the Expo form, but
currently it's not yet finalized.
hardwired internet is not covered and Boissy needs to
verify the price. He noted that Wi-Fi is available, but
access is inconsistent (spotty) in the Expo space. The
Board suggested adding to the “other” sponsorship
24
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9.2 SOC- Survey for Information School Attendees
(Sutton)
10.0 Speaker MOU and T&F Author Agreements(Lamoureux)

11.0 30th Anniversary Planning (Kelley)

The MOUs have been adjusted to reflect the T&F
changes in author rights statements; those statements
will be forthcoming. The MOU now includes clarified
specific expectations for speakers.
T&F author agreements are much more lenient authors
rights statements for library journals and are more
similar to Routledge statements/agreements. The
agreements would remove all embargoes.
The options for the Board to consider are:
1. Authors assign copyright to NASIG as they do now;
do away with embargo; T&F needs right to publish?
2. Authors retain copyright; do away with embargo;
T&F ask authors for right to publish
3. Shared copyright with authors and NASIG; do away
with embargo; question about right to publish?
The best case scenario for NASIG includes needing to
secure rights from authors for distribution/access long
term; allow author to have maximum control over their
worth; so how to do that via paperwork? NASIG would
directly with the author to ensure our ongoing rights to
provide access/publish/distribute. NASIG then
negotiates distribution with whatever publisher we
decide to work with.
This would remove T&F from author agreements, which
raises the question of indemnification.
ACTION ITEM: Tenney will ask Sieck to send copies of all
documents under discussion to the Board related to
author rights.
ACTION ITEM: Tenney, Lamoureux, Kelley, and Boissy
will discuss with T&F after getting Board comments on
discussion of author documents.
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Deadline for signed author agreements is Feb. The
Board also suggested reviewing Creative Commons
agreements.

Kelley described the planning as currently in the
“embryonic” stage with options being explored. While
the 2015 Conference will include joint pre-conference
with SSP, any NASIG anniversary celebration will be
separate from SSP. The joint activities will be planned
by Shadle and Carr plus SSP members.
The Board brainstormed the following things to
consider during the 30th anniversary planning:
 Updated history with photo montage - especially if
going to print something - start work early
 Committee - work with CPC but separate; include
archivist(!) on committee
 Focus on accomplishments of organization; not the
people, but the organization
 Replace conference reception (Sat. night? or Fri.)
with anniversary celebration
 Attendee list - box on registration form indicating
that it will be posted online on NASIG website (not
behind the firewall) with ability to opt out if they
don’t want their name listed
ACTION ITEM: Steve will appoint an anniversary
committee by the January Board meeting.
12.0 Parking Lot Issues (All)
Whiting reported about video streaming for the vision
sessions. FDC and CPC are currently corresponding
about having the vision sessions streamed (not live
streamed this year, but we will record and post online);
FDC checked external organizations but it may be
cheaper to use hotel A/V staff. It has been added to the
MOU for vision speakers that they will be
streamed/recorded.

Issues regarding streaming that need to be discussed
further include posting the stream it behind the firewall
for a number of weeks after the conference for
members only, before posting it publicly.
NASIG Newsletter
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ACTION ITEM: Joyce will let Sieck know that the vision
sessions will be recorded and posted online; details
TBD.
ACTION ITEM: Whiting will ask FDC to follow up and
have a comprehensive update for the January Board
meeting.
Chamberlain brought up a question from CEC about
options for continuing discussion from the discussion
groups at the Conferences. One possibility is using
GoogleGroups for ongoing informal discussion group
facilitation.
It was noted that ECC looked at GoogleGroups to
replace listservs, but there is a possible issue that we
could hit limits on distribution.
Other suggestions included using GoogleGroups before
the conference to get things going and engage users on
informal discussion group’s topic. CEC could start
GoogleGroups as people sign up for them with one
point person running the group.
GoogleGroups could also be a venue to continue
discussions from program sessions and act as
advertisement for informal discussion groups. PubPR
will keep eye on groups to develop NASIGuide as
needed/warranted for popular topics.
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will ask CEC to find out
costs of paid GoogleGroups options and start a
discussion with PPC (via Kelley) for a possible
framework/structure of the Groups. Report of results
and suggested framework due to the Board for the
January Board meeting.

ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will ask Oberg to put
together a possible proposal for how to support
publishing ideas (crowd sourced or otherwise). This
could be a wiki type publication.
The Board is interested in the production of a
recruitment video (an “about NASIG” thing) and
discussed possible distribution such as: YouTube, NASIG
website, link from various places, distribute via social
media (FB, Twitter, LinkedIn, SlideShare, etc.); send to
library schools, etc. A video could potentially be more
useful than a membership brochure. MDC would
determine the content of the video and fund it, and
PubPR would be in charge of distribution.
ACTION ITEM: Tenney will ask Simser for a quote; if
under $500 then explore and propose options; if over
$500 Tenney will report back to the Board.
Boissy asked about the number of events NASIG
sponsors. After discussion the Board has decided to
focus on the NASIG internal and external presence and
all external funding requests will be carefully approved.
As part of the approval process, the Board will
distinguish between CEC education events versus
"name only" sponsorship of other
conferences/meetings. NASIG will also inquire about
sources of funding for all things we sponsor.
The NASIG Midwinter Board meeting will be held Thurs.,
Jan. 23rd, 2014. The location/room will be confirmed in
2 weeks.
VOTE: Motion to adjourn meeting made by Lamoureux.
Seconded by Boissy. All voted in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 3:25pm.

Steve Oberg started a discussion on Serialist regarding
crowdsourcing a book on usage statistics. CEC has an
expanded scope to include publications and NASIG
members participating in discussion. The Board would
like to explore how to help facilitate publishing for
members.
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Minutes submitted by:
Shana McDanold
Secretary, NASIG Executive Board
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Hanson reported that the budget lines are still
projections but on track. CPC has communicated menu
requests to the hotel and are waiting for confirmation
and final pricing. They have also sent RFPs to bus lines
for pricing/service testimonials. A/V selection is in
process and CPC has submitted RFPs to the hotel and
two 3rd party A/V companies. They will work with the
A/V vendor once selected to set up the streaming for
the vision sessions.

NASIG Board Conference Call
Date: December 16, 2013
Attendees
Executive Board:
Joyce Tenney, President
Bob Boissy, Past-President
Steve Kelley, Vice President/President-Elect
Shana McDanold, Secretary
Jennifer Arnold, Treasurer
Beverly Geckle, incoming Treasurer

2.0 PPC Update (Getz and Creech)
PPC received a lower than normal number of proposals
this year. The Committee has selected its top 38 and
submitted their proposed slate.

Members at Large:
Chris Brady
Clint Chamberlain
Tim Hagan
Selden Lamoureux
Peter Whiting

PPC had the following questions for the Board:

Ex Officio:
Angela Dresselhaus
Guests:
Michael Hanson and Janice Lindquist, CPC co-chairs
Kelli Getz and Anna Creech, PPC chair and vice chair
Anne McKee, Conference Coordinator

Given the low number of proposals this year, can the
slate include more than one presentation from the
same person? The Board sees no issue with this.

Regrets:
Sarah Sutton, Member at Large

Can CPC/PPC/Board members present at the Great
Ideas Showcase, Snapshot, or Lively Lunches? The Board
unanimously agreed that YES they can present.

The meeting was called to order at 1:03pm.
1.0 CPC Update (Hanson and Lindquist)
Hanson reported that the Billy Bob's reservation is
confirmed for opening session. They opted for a buffet
dinner and menu selection will happen after the first of
the year and the holiday rush is over.
The First timer's reception will be held in the Texas Club
room at Billy Bob's. There will be buses to get the first
timer's to Billy Bob's early for the reception.
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They are aware that PPC and Board members cannot
submit proposals, but what about Conference
Coordinator and Registrar? The Board confirmed that
the Conference Coordinator and the Registrar are
appointed positions and not Board members so there is
no conflict. Additionally, the newsletter editor is Ex
Officio and thus non-voting member of the Board and
so there is no conflict there either. Board sees nonconflict so sessions are acceptable.

The PPC presented their idea of Snapshot sessions,
which would be short 5 to 7 minute presentations from
any attendee. This provides a venue for presenting for
funding from institution and there will be no
compensation for Snapshot presenters.
The Board thinks this is a good idea depending on
where it fits into the schedule. The PPC is proposing to
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hold them at the same time as Great Ideas Showcase
(they would run in parallel) on Friday at 5pm.
Vendor Lightening Talks (vendors first come first served)
are a separate even from the Snapshot session, and
would be at a separate time slot. The PPC is looking at a
Friday afternoon time slot with a possible second round
on Saturday. The presentations will be the same 7 to 8
minute length.
Boissy reported that nine vendors have committed (just
around $17,000) so far.
The PPC also asked about vendor sponsored lunches
during the lunch on your own days. These will not be
listed in the program, but vendors are welcome to
organize those on their own outside of the official
program.

COMPLETED Items
ACTION ITEM: CPC 2014 will need to coordinate a
possible job fair. (Tenney will notify CPC and PPC cochairs when appointed.) COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Solicit feedback from the members of
PubPR, CEC, and ECC and review the trial in February
before Kelley begins committee appointments. Want to
continue on a permanent basis, but that PubPR exist
with some identity going forward as a "subcommittee";
Publicist as part of ECC is a go with approval from
Board; PubPR exist as a "subcommittee" within ECC –
BOARD APPROVED
ACTION ITEM: Once all 2014 Conference special events
are decided, Treasurer and CPC will communicate on
insurance needs for Ft. Worth. (Arnold) COMPLETE –
insurance purchased; will send certificates to CPC

3.0 Site Selection Update (Tenney, Kelley)
Site selection reported on their recent trips to potential
2016 Conference locations.
4.0 Secretary Report- Minutes Update

ACTION ITEM: Have CEC ask WebEx to see statistics of
downloads of presentations to gage use beyond
attendance during the webinars. COMPLETE

Action Items Update

ACTION ITEM: CEC should review the NISO and ALCTS
webinar schedules to avoid conflicts; and publish the
schedule for the year in advance. (Chamberlain)
COMPLETE

The changes and new Action Items are combined in a
new document posted to the Board space called
ActionItems2013December.docx, which replaces the
ActionItems2013October.docx version. A summary of
the changes follows.

ACTION ITEM: Tenney will send dates for 2015 and
2016 conferences to ECC to post on website. COMPLETE

Items listed as Deferred while Website/ArcStone
Upgrade Continues have been marked as IN PROCESS.
REMOVED Items
ACTION ITEM: [Carr, Arnold, Shadle, and Ginanni] will
work on providing mutual access to manuals for CPC,
PPC, PPR, and the Past President - REMOVE
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ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will remind CEC that they
can request for Board approval to pay speakers an
honorarium. COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Review sponsorship page from 2013
conference; contact tier 1 and tier 2 sponsors with offer
for newsletter ad as a thank you for support; coordinate
with Dresselhaus on space/timing for newsletter (Sept.
is highest circulation for Tier 1; May is second highest);
Arnold can supply contact name. Treasurer will send list
to FDC of tier 1 and tier 2 contacts at end of 2013
conference and offer newsletter advertisements as a
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thank you for support. (Whitting/Dresselhaus/Arnold) –
COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Hagan will find out where the logos live
in the new website for use by NASIG affiliated events
and share it with the Board. COMPLETE
About → Logos on left hand menu
ACTION ITEM: Tenney will ask Sieck to send copies of all
documents under discussion to the Board related to
author rights. COMPLETE
ACTION ITEM: Kelley will appoint an anniversary
committee by the January Board meeting. COMPLETE –
will email Board with committee member list
ACTION ITEM: Tenney will let Sieck know that the vision
sessions will be recorded and posted online; details to
be determined closer to the Conference. COMPLETE –
T&F is OK with streaming the vision sessions; might be
able to link from Proceedings articles to recordings
ACTION ITEM: Tenney will ask Simser for a quote for
the cost of a recruitment video for NASIG; if the
estimated cost is under $500 then explore and propose
options; if the estimated cost is over $500 Tenney will
report back to the Board. COMPLETE

ACTION ITEM: Ask ECC to investigate other listserv
options (Hagan); ask ECC to contact BeeNet for new
quote/offer. BeeNet currently has the domain name
registration and hosts the main servers for the update.
ECC will confirm with BeeNet exactly what NASIG has
contracted with them and their costs. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Boissy suggests a sub-group to review
the orphan documents from the ECC website
reorganization. Tenney volunteered to review the
documents and get an idea of the scope and scale of the
documents to be reviewed and will propose a plan.
Need feedback from Board – large group so of legacy
documents – have lists; cannot be accessed by Board
unless they are linked; have Board review list of
documents/folders to be extracted for review
(website/archives/deletion); Board private space –
documents must be moved one-by-one to new space
(McDanold)
ACTION ITEM: Whiting and McDanold will talk with ECC
to ensure that the Photo Historian has the proper
ArcStone authorizations to manage the photos on the
website (including delete rights). IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Pull together essays for award winners
and post to archives; compile questions and keep in
A&R space; McDanold, Lamoureux will work with A&R
and Archives to coordinate submission. IN PROCESS

IN PROCESS Items
ACTION ITEM: Hagan will ask ECC to explore where we
could add advertisements into the NASIG website
without ArcStone intervention, and pass that
information to FDC. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: McDanold and Whiting will follow up
with the Archivist regarding the photo move from
ArcStone to Flickr and the necessary edits to the
webpage and Flickr page. Explore impact of recent (May
2013) changes to Flickr site (increased storage, new
“groups” guidelines, etc.). Whiting will confirm the
location of photos with the Photo Historian and notify
ECC. IN PROCESS
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ACTION ITEM: Wait to make suggested changes to the
Newsletter position descriptions; changes will take
place during Newsletter training in June (Dresselhaus).
IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Encourage Membership Development to
be more active; work more closely with Student
Outreach and PubPR for proactive promotion;
brainstorm some active campaign ideas. (Brady) IN
PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Clark will ask CEC to put out a call for
volunteers to help set up webinars over the next year
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and to work with this year’s PPC to get names and
proposals. IN PROCESS

webinar and send list to CEC. (Kelley/Chamberlain)
Whiting will work to set up a routine process. IN
PROCESS

ACTION ITEM: Clark will ask CEC to work with PPC to
identify content and use survey results to potential
locations and organizers. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Conference Proceedings will review
author contracts from T&F and make recommendations
for clarity and possible changes; meet with T&F contact
if needed. Meetings are scheduled for during the ALA
Midwinter Meeting 2014 in Philadelphia, PA. (Tenney,
Kelley, and Lamoureaux) IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Core Competencies Task Force will make
a recommendation for a revision cycle and make a
recommendation which committee would be
responsible for the Core Competencies document
moving forward. (Sutton) IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: MDC ask Registrar for list of webinar
participants who are non-NASIG members for a
targeted membership campaign. (Brady/Arnold) IN
PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: FDC will evaluate costs and investigate
streaming options for portions (such as Vision
sessions/all attendee sessions) of the 2014 Conference,
including both NASIG run and outsourcing options in the
review. (Whiting) IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Ongoing: have PPC send list of
presentation proposals that were not accepted but
would be possible webinar topics to CEC.
(Kelley/Chamberlain); updated per Board discussion
with CEC - working with E&A IN PROCESS

ACTION ITEM: MDC and Student Outreach to work with
three Texas library schools (and possibly Oklahoma) to
specifically encourage attendance at the 2014
conference in Fort Worth (campaign starting in
September 2013). Emphasize Great Ideas showcase.
(Brady) Sutton will ensure that the Texas and Oklahoma
library schools are included and ask Student Outreach
to emphasize contact and public relations with the
schools. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will direct CEC to
investigate tech support options for webinars by
Midwinter meeting. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask A&R will create an
award for new eresources professionals (similar to
Horizon, but focus on core competencies and named
something different) IN PROCESS; Deferred until after
2014 Awards cycle
ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask A&R to review award
language to ensure are consistent with core
competencies (for awards other than Horizon - Horizon
must remain general) IN PROCESS; Deferred until after
2014 Awards cycle
ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask A&R to draft possible
ideas for a faculty award and/or capstone award. Boissy
is available for conference calls to discuss, as is Sutton
(for faculty perspective). IN PROCESS; Deferred until
after 2014 Awards cycle

ACTION ITEM: Lamoureux will ask proceedings editor to
discuss with T&F to digitize the entire content as per
PIE-J going forward. Check about retro-digitization. IN
PROCESS

ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will collect edit suggestions
from the Board to NASIG’s Wikipedia entry via email
and return them to ECC. (Board) IN PROCESS; Wikipedia
entry deleted for "plagiarism" – ECC/Publications is in
discussion with Wikipedia

ACTION ITEM: Ask PPC E&A to compile a list of the most
well received presentations that could be reworked as a

ACTION ITEM: Sutton/Chamberlain will take question of
“how will we build on this” webinar to the SOC and CEC
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as well as move forward with plan for a web course. IN
PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Boissy will ask N&E to do another call for
nominations. Coordinate with Char Simser to broadcast
far and wide on NASIG publicity options. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Tenney, Lamoureux, Kelley and will
discuss with T&F after getting Board comments on
discussion of author documents. IN PROCESS

subsuming of the Publications Committee into the
Continuing Education Committee. Seconded by Brady.
All voted in favor.
Hagan will speak with the ECC on the possibility of
renaming the committee to include the PubPR
component.
6.0 Items to Complete at the January 13th Conference
Call before the January 23th Board Meeting

ACTION ITEM: Whiting will ask FDC to follow up and
have a comprehensive update for the January Board
meeting.
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will ask CEC to find out
costs of paid GoogleGroups options and start a
discussion with PPC (via Kelley) for a possible
framework/structure of the Groups. Report of results
and suggested framework due to the Board for the
January Board meeting. IN PROCESS
ACTION ITEM: Chamberlain will ask Oberg to put
together a possible proposal for how to support
publishing ideas (crowd sourced or otherwise). One
possibility is a wiki type publication. IN PROCESS
5.0 Update from Committees- CEC and Others had
Some Outstanding Items
Hagan reported on the following Action Item:
 Solicit feedback from the members of PubPR, CEC,
and ECC and review the trial in February before
Kelley begins committee appointments.
The Committee(s) want to continue merge of the
Publicist and ECC merger on a permanent basis, but
would like the Publications Committee to exist with
some identity as a group going forward such as a
"subcommittee". They Committee agrees to have the
Publicist permanently part of with approval from the
Board.

Jan. 13 call: Registration rates; CPC; PPC; N&NE update
(Boissy)
Jan. 23 Board meeting – Boissy needs to leave early; no
CPC/PPC/SiteSelection
7.0 Old and New Business
Kelley would like to start a Mission and Vision task
group whose focus would be to update the NASIG
mission statement and vision statement to make them
less print-focused. The group would be comprised of
both older/previous members and newer members,
including some ex-presidents. We want to keep NASIG
as brand, but have less focus on "serials" and more on
the wider range of materials we work with.
Tenney noted that to change the name to NASIG from
North American Serials Interest Group, we would need
to go through the IRS for the legal name change.
It was suggested that the Mission and Vision task group
also consider a "tag line" for marketing that could be
put in email signatures or under the NASIG logo.
Arnold reported that NASIG's taxes were filed in
November and we owe nothing. They did have some
technical issues with file transfers to accountant. She
would like to use our credit card points to get a small
thank you for the assistant that patiently helped out as
we resolved the technical issues. The Board
unanimously agreed.

VOTE: Lamoureux made a motion to approve the merge
of the Publicist and ECC on a permanent basis and the
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The meeting adjourned at 2:05pm.
Minutes submitted by:
Shana McDanold
Secretary, NASIG Executive Board

NASIG Treasurer’s Report
Mid-Winter Board Meeting
January 23, 2014

TOTAL Cash and Bank
Accounts

Jennifer Arnold, Treasurer
Beverly Geckle, Treasurer-Elect

LIABILITIES

Balance Sheet
As of 1/22/2014
Account
ASSETS
Cash and Bank Accounts
JP Morgan Investments
Business Checking
Business High Yield Savings
TOTAL Cash and Bank
Accounts

EQUITY
Interest
rate

0.01%
0.25%

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

$114,998.13
$11,792.66
$335,116.88

LIABILITIES

$0.00

EQUITY

$461,907.67

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

ASSETS
Cash and Bank Accounts
JP Morgan Investments
Business Checking

0.01%

$101,333.27
$12,624.92

Business High Yield Savings

0.25%

$290,620.87

$404,579.06

2013 Committee Expenditures (January -December
Budget)
NASIG committees 2013 budgeted
Administration
Archives
A&R
Bylaws
CEC
CPC
D&D
ECC
Evaluation
Financial Dev (FDC)
MDC

Retrospective Annual Comparison
As of 1/9/2013
Interest
Account
rate
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$0.00

Newsletter
N&E
Proceedings
Pub PR
PPC
School Outreach
Site Selection

NASIG Newsletter

2013 Final

$20,000.00 $16,838.06
$380.00
$18.54
$20,685.00 $12,389.39
$50.00
$0.00
$1,500.00
$1188.00
$3,100.00
$1323.43
$250.00
$0.00
$12,179.00
$13,000.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$60.00
$250.00
$100.00
$150.00
$3,500.00
$50.00
$1,000.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$185.65
$0.00
$0.00
$578.87
$0.00
$2786.53
March 2014

Treasurer
Sponsorships

TOTAL

$12,500.00
$6,000.00

$82875.00

$5011.68
$2500.00

$54,999.15

2014 Budget
NASIG committees
Administration
Archives
A&R
Bylaws
CEC
CPC
D&D
ECC
Evaluation
Financial Dev (FDC)
MDC
Newsletter
N&E
Proceedings
Pub PR
PPC
School Outreach
Site Selection
Treasurer
Sponsorships
Web liaison
Twenty Five Ann task
force (2008 - 2010)
TOTAL
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2012 budget
$20,000.00
$355.00
$20,685.00
$50.00
$7,500.00
$1,530.00
$535.00
$12,979.00
$100.00
$200.00
$20.00
$60.00
$200.00
$30.00
$150.00
$2,650.00
$50.00
$1,000.00
$12,220.00

2012 Final
$21,170.79
$39.31
$16,362.83
$0.00
$6,803.24
$877.61
$0.00
$14,451.75
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$166.77
$0.00
$0.00
$2,198.05
$54.70
$0.00
$12,491.18

$525.00

$0.00

na
$80,839.00

na
$74,616.23

2013 Budget
$20,000
$380.00
$20,685.00
$50.00
$1,500.00
$3,100.00
$250.00
$13,000.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$60.00
$250.00
$100.00
$150.00
$3,500.00
$100.00
$1,000.00
$12,500.00
$6,000.00
na

$82,875.00
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2013 Final
$16, 838.06
$18.54
$12,389.39
$0.00
$1,188.00
$1,323.43
$0.00
$12,179.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$185.65
$0.00
$0.00
$578.87
$0.00
$2,786.53
$5,011.68
$2,500.00

2014 Budget
$20,000.00
$100.00
$20,685.00
$100.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$250.00
$12,118.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
na
$4,625.00
$100.00
$2,000.00
$12,500.00
$5,000.00
na

na
$54,999.15

na
$81,078.00
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January 2014 Committee Reports/Updates
Beth Guay, member (University of Maryland College
Park)
Megan Kilb, member (University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill)
Betty Landesman, member (University of Baltimore)
Taryn Resnick, member (University of Wisconsin,
Madison)
Jennifer Sippel, member (Minneapolis Community &
Technical College Library)
Selden Lamoureux, board liaison (SDLinforms)

Archivist
Submitted by: Paula Sullenger
Members
Paula Sullenger, chair (Auburn University)
Deberah England, Photo Historian (Wright State
University)
Peter Whiting, Ex-Officio (University of Southern
Indiana)
Shana McDanold, Board Liaison (Georgetown
University)
Continuing Activities

Continuing Activities

Collecting material for NASIG archives; Archivist named
to 30th Anniversary Committee
Completed Activities
None
Budget
Nothing to submit

Publicity for the 2014 awards started in November and
is continuing on several fronts. The application deadline
for all awards, except the John Merriman Joint
NASIG/UKSG award and NASIG Conference Mexican
Student Grant, is January 27th. The committee deadline
to notify the winners is February 20th. The process for
travel arrangements will begin immediately following
the notification of winners. As of January 8th, two
applications have been received.
The Mexican Student Grant process is on track. The
deadline for awardee selection is January 24th. This
should give the winner sufficient time to secure a visa
and for us to make travel arrangements. Please note
that the 2013 winner will also be attending the 2014
conference.

Submitted on: January 17, 2014

Awards & Recognition Committee
Submitted by: Leigh Ann DePope

Completed Activities
Members
Leigh Ann DePope, chair (Salisbury University)
Dana Whitmire, vice-chair (UT Health Science Center at
San Antonio)
Ann Ercelawn, member (Vanderbilt University)
Rene Erlandson, member (University of Nebraska
Omaha)
Sandy Folsom, member (Central Michigan University)
Lisa Furubotten, member (TAMU)
Mary Grenci, member (University of Oregon)
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The Awards section of the website has been updated
and documents for the 2014 awards cycle have been
added.
Budget
None at this time
Submitted on: January 8, 2014
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Continuing Education Committee
Submitted by: Todd Enoch
Members
Todd Enoch, chair (University of North Texas)
Melissa Johnson, vice-chair (Georgia Regents University)
Jennifer Bazeley, member (Miami University)
Evelyn Brass, member (University of Houston [Retired])
Melissa Cardenas-Dow, member (University of
Redlands)
Jeannie Castro, member (University of Houston)
Eleanor Cook, member (East Carolina University)
Lori Duggan, member (Indiana University)
Sharon Dyas-Correia, member (Indiana University)
Steve Oberg, member (University of Illinois)
Jane Skoric, member (Santa Clara University)
Paula Sullenger, member (Auburn University)
Esta Tovstiadi, member (University of Colorado)
Theron Westervelt, member (Library of Congress)
Clint Chamberlin, board liaison (Reading and Radio
Resource)
Continuing Activities
The CEC and NISO have planned a joint webinar for May
21, 2014 from 1:00 pm – 2:30 pm EDT. The topic is
“Playing the Numbers: Best Practices in Acquiring,
Interpreting and Applying Usage Statistics.” The CEC
will be responsible for identifying 2-3 speakers on this
topic and putting them in touch with NISO. NISO will
handle the webinar itself. NASIG will be entitled to 50%
of the income minus NISO’s operating expenses.
The CEC is in the process of contacting potential
presenters for 2014 webinars. Liane Taylor has agreed
to present “Model Licenses & Licensing Templates:
Present and Future.” We are still awaiting confirmation
from other presenters before finalizing the calendar.
Steve Oberg is exploring partnering with UKSG to
update their ERM Handbook.

because a Wikipedia editor deemed that her inclusion
of NASIG’s vision and mission statements verbatim
constituted copyright violation.
Completed Activities
NASIG and the University of South Florida Libraries cosponsored the Open Access webinar “Protecting your
Patrons from Predatory Publishers” on October 22,
2013. The USF Libraries handled all aspects of the
webinar registration and hosting, with NASIG members
getting a chance at early registration. The webinar had
90 registrants, out of which 35 were NASIG members.
Submitted on: January 9, 2014

Conference Planning Committee
Submitted by: Michael Hanson and Janice Lindquist
Members
Michael Hanson, co-chair (Lafayette College)
Janice Lindquist, co-chair (Rice University)
Marcella Lesher, member (St. Mary’s University)
Allyson Zellner, member (Ebsco Information Services)
Sarah Perlmutter, member (Ebsco Information Services)
Trina Nolen, member (Lamar University)
Lisa Martincik, member (University of Iowa)
Micheline Westfall, member (University of Tennessee)
Lydia Pyburn, member (University of Texas at Arlington)
Katy Ginanni, registrar (Western Carolina University)
Anne McKee, conference coordinator (Greater Western
Library Alliance)
Joyce Tenney, board liaison (University of Maryland,
Baltimore County)
Continuing Activities







Continue planning for Billy Bob’s reception
Posted some local attraction information on
website and will post more prior to going live with
registration
Liaising with hotel on conference logistics
Updating budget and tracking expenditures
Planning for AV needs

Jennifer Beazley is working on creating a Wikipedia
page for NASIG. Her initial attempt was deleted
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Meal Planning
Obtained quotes from bus companies and checked
references.

Completed Activities


Contract completed with Billy Bob’s

Committee Assignments
Name
Ginanni, Katy
Hanson, Michael
Lesher, Marcella
Lindquist, Janice
Martincik, Lisa
McKee, Anne
Nolen, Trina
Perlmutter, Sarah
Pyburn, Lydia
Tenney, Joyce
Westfall, Micheline
Zellner, Ally

Committee Role
registrar
co-chair
member
co-chair
member
conference coordinator
member
member
member
board liaison
member
member

Assignment
entertainment
souvenirs, signs + paperwork
meals, budget
webmaster
publicist, signs + paperwork
vendor expo, conference sponsors
local attractions
AV coordinator
logo creation, copyright, local attractions

Budget

Conference Proceedings Editors

Attached- Please note the higher AV figure to have a
place holder for Vision Session Streaming, also with the
$20,000 contingency figure pads the estimated
expenses a bit. The estimated income is very
conservative.
Questions for Board




Need to set conference fee structure- We suggest
adopting the same structure as the 2013
conference.
Need to set rate for special event for guestssuggest $70, as a bus ride will be included in the
venue and dinner

For the event:
 Need final agreement to charge $10 for box
lunches for Information Discussion Group lunch
time
Submitted on: January 10, 2014
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Submitted by: Sara Bahnmaier
Members
Sara Bahnmaier, editor (University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor)
Kay Johnson, editor (Radford University)
Selden Lamoureux, board liaison

Continuing Activities


EDITING (see also completed activities)

Sara B. asked T&F production editor Elizabeth Kerr to
send the corresponding authors a general message to
alert them that proofs will be sent out for final
corrections in the week of Jan. 29 – Feb. 4.
During the week Feb. 5-11, Selden and the two editors
are needed to devote time reading each manuscript
line by line, collating the changes within a week-10
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days, and quickly reaching agreement about the
changes to be submitted to T&F in spreadsheet.

Completed Activities


Target date for the Conference Proceedings to be
published online: March 17, 2014; and in the print
version by March 31, 2014.


COPYRIGHT

Still have to collect some of the copyright forms – Sara
asked T&F production editor for help to follow up on
this.
Copyright forms must be collected and bundled up for
the archivist.


ADDRESSES FOR MAILING COMPLIMENTARY COPIES

After proofing the proceedings, an editor will send a
survey to all authors and board members who normally
receive complimentary copies in order to obtain their
current addresses.
Our contract with T&F calls for 275 complimentary
copies; we will request all of them and distribute the
extra ones at the next Conference. However, instead of
handing them out at the welcome table, Sara
recommends saving them for the Speakers’ and
Recorders’ breakfast, giving them to authors who will
appreciate seeing a sample of finished work.


OTHER

The conference proceedings have been submitted to
Taylor & Francis and are being copyedited.
 Submitted front matter (title page; conference
logo; table of contents; officers & board
members; award winners)
 Submitted back matter (Great Ideas Showcase;
registrants by name; registrants by affiliation)
 Submitted 36 edited manuscripts authored by
NASIG members and vision speakers
 Submitted keywords in a spreadsheet.
 Submitted 30 signed forms (either copyright
transfer or license to publish, depending on
authors’ choice).
The committee reached a decision not to publish Kevin
Smith’s preconference report (as written by a recorder).
After the conference, one author published a very
similar report in the UKSG journal. Sara B. reviewed it
and consulted T&F. Though the topic was same and
some figures & text were re-used, we made sure that
the UKSG paper properly attributed them as “reused
from” the NASIG conference proceedings, in press. T&F
agreed, this use is permissible.


AUTHOR COPYRIGHT FORMS

The current situation is:

We lost our access to authors’ guidelines and editorial
guidelines from the NASIG website. At first opportunity
Sara will contact ECC to have the latest documents remounted and linked.
In December the Board asked the committee to contact
T&F about implementing PIE-J for Serials Librarian. Sara
will be responsible for corresponding with Stacy V.
Sieck – Associate Editor for Business, Economics,
Sociology & Information Science Journals.
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EDITING

Standard copyright transfer form: Authors assign
copyright to NASIG. If approved by NASIG, authors may
still publish under T&F‘s LIS Green OA policy, where
they are exempt from any embargo on post-prints. T&F
promised to amend the existing form to note that
authors are exempt from the embargo. However, they
had not done so as of Jan 10, 2014.
Standard license to publish form: Authors retain
copyright of their articles and sign our standard “license
to publish” form, which the authors publishing in our
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other LIS journals now sign. By signing this form,
authors license Taylor & Francis to publish their articles
but they retain copyright. They are exempt from the 18month embargo and may post their post-print versions
of articles in their institutional repositories immediately
after publication in the journal.
Gold Open Access publication: Authors have the option
to pay a charge to make the final version of their article
freely available online at the point of publication,
permanently, for anyone to read (Gold Open Access).
This requires payment of an article publishing charge
(APC).
See:
http://journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/publication/rapidonli
nepublication.asp

wants to research good author agreements and make a
proposal comparing the current Serials Librarian author
agreement. The goal would be to help the Board make
a decision to approve T&F Open Access Green
publishing (no embargo, immediate deposit of postprints in a subject or institutional repository) or to push
back for something else, like a Creative Commons
license perhaps. Can the Board give the go ahead for
Sara to consult copyright experts and lead the writing of
such a report?
As noted above, Sara recommends distributing extra
copies of the 2013 Proceedings at the speakers
breakfast (rather than handing them out at the
Welcome Table) so that incoming authors can have easy
access to a finished Proceedings example.
Submitted on: January 10, 2014

Budget

Core Competencies Task Force
None
Submitted by: Sanjeet Mann
Action(s) Required by Board
(See Questions and Recommendations to the Board
below)
Questions for Board
One paper was especially excellent, about BIBFRAME
and serials by Marlene van Ballegoie and Juliya Borie,
Univ. of Toronto catalogers, and as an editor, Sara
would like to nominate it for an award like the Jesse H
Shera award for distinguished published research:
http://www.ala.org/offices/ors/orsawards/sherapublish
ed/sherajesseh . Would the board members suggest
any other awards for published articles that they are
aware of?
Recommendations to Board
Copyright forms used by the next proceedings authors’
group in July should be reviewed between March 1st
and the conference. The Board decided to stick with the
current agreement for the 2013 proceedings. Sara B.
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Members
Sanjeet Mann, chair (University of Redlands)
Eugenia Beh, member (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology)
Steve Black, member (College of Saint Rose)
Susan Davis, member (SUNY Buffalo)
Cynthia Porter, member (A.T. Still University of the
Health Sciences)
Taryn Resnick, member (University of WisconsinMadison)
Sarah Sutton, board liaison (Emporia State University)
Continuing Activities
At its last meeting, the NASIG Board approved the
CCTF’s request to prepare the Core Competencies for
Print Serials Management as an addendum to the Core
Competencies for Electronic Resources Librarians
document approved last summer.

The CCTF is proceeding with research into the
competencies required to manage print serials. During
NASIG Newsletter
March 2014

the month of January, we are soliciting position
descriptions through emails sent to NASIG-L, SERIALST,
E&RL and other relevant listservs. We are interested in
positions with “hands-on” responsibility for check-in,
claiming, binding and other serials management tasks,
as well as department heads who supervise these
positions. February and March will be devoted to
analyzing responses and deriving a draft set of
competencies. Ideally, we would like to have a
document ready for initial review by NASIG membership
in April.

Recommendation to Board

The CCTF is also discussing how NASIG can review and
maintain the Core Competencies for Electronic
Resources Librarians. Some librarians have already
provided helpful informal feedback. We are considering
how to update the document as new skills or
technologies emerge, and who should have
responsibility for making the changes. We will make our
recommendations to the NASIG board.

Submitted on: January 9, 2014

Completed Activities
Recently the Core Competencies for Electronic
Resources Librarians was added to the ALA list of
Knowledge and competencies statements developed by
relevant professional organizations.

Setting aside a time for all 2012 conference attendees
to discuss the draft Competencies for Electronic
Resources Librarians helped our taskforce revise the
initial draft. It would be great to have a discussion time
set aside at the 2014 conference for the draft print
serials management competencies. We request that the
Board consider what an appropriate venue for
discussing the competencies would be, and how to
work it into the conference schedule.

Database and Directory Committee
Submitted by: Alice Rhoades
Members
Alice Rhoades, chair (Rice University)
Jessica Ireland, vice-chair (Radford University)
Mary Bailey, member (Kansas State University)
Julie Fielding, member (University of South Florida)
Christine Radcliffe, member (Texas A&M University)
Jennifer Arnold, board liaison (Central Piedmont
Community College)
Continuing Activities

Our board liaison, Sarah Sutton, was invited to present
on the Core Competencies for Electronic Resources
Librarians at ALA Midwinter. She will share the
development of the competencies, the work of the task
force and various ways that libraries are using the
competencies. Our task force can benefit from audience
feedback received at the session.

We have kept current with the business of invoicing
members for their dues payments and updating
member records. We have continued updating
procedures in our manual to accommodate changes in
the new database. In January we began doing an
annual database cleanup, which is still in process.

Budget

Completed Activities

The CCTF will probably need to conduct one or two
more conference calls this spring while we are
synthesizing competencies and preparing a document
for review by the NASIG membership.

We have set up new invoicing and renewal reminder
notifications to accommodate changes caused by the
new database and have updated most of the key areas
of the committee manual.
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Budget

Continuing Activities

No expenses anticipated for the coming period.



Statistical Information
Current active membership as of January 10, 2014 is
570 members.
Questions for Board
There was a new Lifetime Membership dues type
created in test last fall by Kathryn Wesley. Did that ever
get final approval and should it be currently active?
Please let us know; that dues type expired at the end of
2013 and if we are going to be using it, I need to create
a 2014 dues type for it.




Recommendations to Board
None
Submitted on: January 16, 2014

Electronic Communications Committee
Submitted by: Carol Ann Borchert and Kathryn Wesley

Completed Activities


The NASIG Publicist has become a permanent
position on the ECC.
 Wrote an article for the December Newsletter
introducing the new website
 Supplied website visitor numbers to the Financial
Development Committee
 Supplied SurveyMonkey access information to
Student Outreach chair
 Publicist activities
o Consulted with CPC marketing representative to
discuss distribution of mail to regional
associations and library schools
 Email activities
o Set up a new listserv for the 30th Anniversary
Task Force.
o Secondary contacts have been added to NASIG
email addresses that were previously going to
just a single person.
NASIG Newsletter
March 2014

Members
Carol Ann Borchert, co-chair, listmanager (University of
South Florida)
Kathryn Wesley, co-chair, web management (Clemson
University)
Chris Bulock, vice co-chair, web management (Southern
Illinois University-Edwardsville)
Smita Joshipura, vice co-chair, listmanager (Arizona
State University)
Chris Burris, member (Wake Forest University)
Julia Proctor, member (University of Wyoming)
Paoshan Yue, member (University of Nevada, Reno)
Char Simser, publicist (Kansas State University)
Tim Hagan, board liaison (Northwestern University)
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Website
o Migration of lower level materials is ongoing;
began transferring conference handout pages;
2011 complete
o Surveying site to see what remains to be done
o Working on online donation function
o Updating committee webpages and
groupspaces to reflect the realignment of the
publicist with ECC and Publications with
Continuing Education
o Broadcast UKSG eNews
Manage NASIG’s social media outlets
Publicist
o Poste items to NASIG News, Other News and
Events on the NASIG homepage in collaboration
with committee members
o Distribute messages from Program Planning,
Awards & Recognition, and Continuing
Education committees to external lists
o Schedule tweets to repeat announcements and
deadlines previously posted to the blog
o Revising the NASIG Publicity Manual

o
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Due to the volume of email that is sent to the
publicist@nasig.org email address, ECC has
added the NASIG gmail address as the backup
for the publicist, rather than a secondary
individual. If the publicist is not available, now
that the Publicist is part of ECC, a member of
ECC will know to check the gmail account for
any items that need to be addressed.
Website activities
o Conference archives migration completed
o NASIGuides migration completed, including
conversion of the MARC Serial Holdings
document from HTML to PDF (HTML formatting
for this one was not manageable on the new
site)
o Assisted Nominations & Elections Committee in
loading updated nomination forms and in
extracting and cleaning up nomination data
from the admin module
o Assisted with setup for Jeffrey Beall webinar cosponsored by NASIG
o Provided admin module access and guidance to
various committees and conference registrar
o Updated Evaluation & Assessment committee
page to reflect calendar year appointments and
change in personnel
o Loaded 2014 sponsorship documents for CPC
o New public page and groupspace set up for
30th Anniversary Celebration Task Force
o Worked with Rob Van Rennes (FDC chair) and
Alice Rhoades (D&D chair) to set up the new
lifetime membership category; added lifetime
member information to Membership Benefits
page
o Following an inquiry from a member concerned
about webpage source code titles that read
“North American Serials Interest Group –
powered by AMO,” contacted ArcStone to find
out whether the “powered by AMO” part could
be removed. (It was, very promptly.)

Budget
The following 2013/14 budget request was submitted
on August 26. No changes requested.
Budget Category
Conference calls
Contracted services
Bee.Net ($500 per month – email and
listservs)
ArcStone (NASIG website and
association management - $300 per
month + contingency amount of $1450
for 10 hours of programming if
needed)
Survey Monkey (online surveys)
SlideShare Pro (conference
presentations)
UKSG Newsletter
Contingency
TOTAL

2013/2014
Estimate
$0.00
$0.00
$6000.00
$5050.00

$204.00
$114.00
$750.00
$0.00
$12,118.00

Statistical Information
NASIG-L
 As of January 6, 2014, there are 497 subscribed
members to NASIG-L and 37 unsubscribed
members.
SlideShare
 100 documents loaded (53 for 2013)
 37 followers
 39,246 total views and 705 downloads (as of
January 6, 2014)
Most viewed
 Why the Internet Is More Attractive Than the
Library (3,353)
 RDA and Serials: Theoretical and Practical
Applications Preconference (1,678)
 Discovery and Analysis of the World’s Research
Collections: JSTOR and Summon Under the Hood
(1,269)
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CONSER Serials RDA Workflow (1,168)
Practical Applications of Citation Analysis-Handout
(1,052)

Blogs (October-December 2013)
 NASIG Blog visits – 2349
 Jobs Blog visits – 5258
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57

Submitted on: January 10, 2014

Financial Development Committee
Submitted by: Rob Van Rennes

Top Ten Landing Pages (Google Analytics)
September 26*-December 31, 2013
Home page
http://www.nasig.org and /site_home.cfm
Core Competencies
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=310&pk_association_webpage=1225
Annual Conference
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=700 and
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=700&pk_association_webpage=1228
Awards page
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=308&pk_association_webpage=1178
Mexican Student Grant
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=732&pk_association_webpage=1275
NASIG Volunteer Form
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=708&pk_association_webpage=1268
Compensation and Reimbursement Policy
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=308&pk_association_webpage=1358
Conference Program (Call for Proposals posted
here until program set)
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu

60

*October report covered through Sept. 25, 2013

Website
 Website visits (Google Analytics)
September 26*-December 31, 2013
Sept. 26-30, 2013
249
Oct. 2013
2079
Nov. 2013
2182
Dec. 2013
1448
Total
5998
*October report covered through Sept. 25, 2013


=700&pk_association_webpage=1231
John Riddick Student Grant
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=732&pk_association_webpage=1271
Serials Specialist Award
/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu
=732&pk_association_webpage=1278

3454
497

271
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Members
Rob Van Rennes, chair (University of Iowa)
Virginia Bacon, member (East Carolina University)
Joe Badics, member (Eastern Michigan University)
Lisa Blackwell, member (Chamberlain College of
Nursing)
Catherine Nelson, member (University of California,
Santa Barbara)
Elizabeth Parang, member (Pepperdine University)
Peter Whiting, board liaison (University of Southern
Indiana)
Continuing Activities
Financial Development continues to investigate the
possibilities for video streaming of the Annual
Conference with other NASIG Committees including
Conference Planning and Electronic Communications.

108

Members are developing publicity for the recently
approved lifetime membership fee.

101

The Committee continues to investigate advertising
rates and ad placement options on the NASIG website
and in the Newsletter.

85
65

Completed Activities
Members developed and the Board approved an
optional lifetime membership fee.
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Budget

Completed Activities

There are no funding requests at this time.

Published issues
 December 2013

Questions for Board
It was mentioned that the FDC would be provided with
a list of Sponsors that would be entitled to free
advertising for their financial support of the NASIG
Conference. Will this list be forwarded to the
committee so they can begin to arrange for the
advertising?
Submitted on: January 9th, 2014

Newsletter

Personnel updates
 Resignations:
 Joseph Dresselhaus, Copy Editor
 Betsy Gardiner, Calendar Editor
Newsletter Platform Updates
 Newsletter website was redesigned for the Clemson
site and planning for the migration is underway.
Budget
None

Submitted by: Angela Dresselhaus
Statistical Information
Members
Angela Dresselhaus, editor-in-chief (The University of
Montana)
Kate Moore, Incoming editor-in-chief (Indiana
University Southeast)
Wm. Joseph Thomas, profiles editor (East Carolina
University)
Sharon Dyas-Correia, profiles editor (University of
Toronto Libraries)
Kurt Blythe, columns editor (University of North
Carolina - Chapel Hill)
Rachel A. Erb, submissions editor (Colorado State
University)
Angie Rathmel, copy editor (University of Kansas)
Betsy Gardiner, calendar editor (EBSCO Information
Services)
Kate Moore, PDF production editor (Indiana University
Southeast)
Tim Hagan, board liaison (Northwestern University)




56,643 Full text downloads since the Newsletter
was hosted on the bepress platform.
5,563 Full text downloads October 2013 to January
2014.

Submitted on: January 9, 2014; revision submitted on:
Feb. 14, 2014

Program Planning Committee
Submitted by: Kelli Getz

Members
Kelli Getz, chair (University of Houston)
Anna Creech, vice-chair (University of Richmond)
Michael Arthur, member (University of Central Florida)
Morag Boyd, member (Ohio State University)
Patrick Carr, member (East Carolina University)
Kittie Henderson, member (EBSCO)
Continuing Activities
Violeta Ilik, member (Texas A & M University)
Mary Ann Jones, member (Mississippi State University)
 Newsletter Position descriptions are under review
Mike Markwith, member (WT Cox Subscriptions)
 Training the incoming EiC
Buddy Pennington, member (University of Missouri Copy Editor Recruitment
Kansas City)
 Conference Editor Recruitment
Diana Reid, member (University of Louisville)
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Wendy Robertson, member (University of Iowa)
Steve Kelley, board liaison (Wake Forest University)

Snapshot Sessions will go out in March along with the
Great Ideas Showcase.

Continuing Activities - 2014 Program Related Activities

Completed Activities



We’ve successfully completed the Call for Proposals and
have notified accepted presenters of the status of their
presentation.

Call for Proposals

In total, we received 50 proposals. From the 50
proposals, the PPC selected 38 sessions. As of 1/9/14,
we’ve had two sessions decline. We are still waiting on
2 presenters to confirm their acceptance.


Conference Schedule

The preliminary conference schedule is attached and
available in NASIG’s online scheduling system (Sched).


Vision Speakers

All Vision Speakers have completed MOUs. They are
required to turn in their bios, titles, and abstracts by
January 15.


Next Steps
The PPC will be assigning liaisons to the sessions,
collecting A/V requests, collecting MOUs, and preparing
for registration to open up at the end of January.
Questions for Board
Would you recommend any changes to the preliminary
schedule?
Submitted on: January 10, 2014

Student Outreach Committee
Submitted by: Kate Seago

Preconferences

Additionally, all Preconference Speakers are required to
turn in their bios, titles, and abstracts by January 15.

Members
Kate Seago, chair (University of Kentucky)
Katy DiVittorio, vice-chair (University of Colorado,
Denver)
Eugenia Beh, member (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology)
Jamie Carlstone, member (University of Chicago)
Shannon Regan (Mercer University)
Sarah Sutton, board liaison (Emporia State University)



Continuing Activities

We have added an ER Assessment Preconference in
place of the Advanced ER Licensing Preconference since
we could not find a speaker for the advanced workshop.
The Assessment Preconference will be led by Lea Currie
(Head of Content Development) and Angie Rathmel (ER
Librarian) from the University of Kansas.

Snapshot Sessions

PPC is planning on hosting Snapshot Sessions, which will
consist of a number of short 5-7 minute presentations.
These presentations can focus on an idea, project,
workflow, etc. but the speaker must adhere to the time
limits. We feel that this will add another chance for
attendees to participate in the conference. The call for
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Katy DiVittorio continues to lead the project to survey
library science students about membership and
participation in professional organizations. The
committee has settled on a list of questions and
submitted them to the NASIG Board for review. Sanjeet
Mann updated the contact information for various LIS
programs that we plan to send the survey out to. Next
steps will include transferring the questions to Survey
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Monkey and preparing to send out the announcements.
A second wave of announcements will be sent out in
January about the NASIG scholarship opportunities.
Completed Activities
The Committee received approval from the Board to
offer an Amazon gift card of $50 to increase
participation in the survey. The Committee reviewed
and tweaked the survey questions. The Board had sent
suggested questions and feedback back in July and we
took this into consideration in coming up with the final
draft. The website was updated to include two new
ambassadors. The ambassadors and committee
members sent the NASIG announcement for
scholarships out to the various LIS programs in the
United States and Canada. In December 2013 Student
Outreach Committee shared the draft letter and survey
that they plan to send out this Spring 2014 with the
Board. We requested their feedback and approval since
the survey will go out under the NASIG name and the
Board approved the letter and survey with a minor
correction in December 2013.
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Budget
The budget for the SOC is $150 covering the Amazon
gift card and printing of the SOC handout. The SOC
handout is used at the NASIG annual meeting and other
events to recruit ambassadors.
Action(s) Required by Board
The Board has requested the Student Outreach
Committee work with the nearby library science schools
to encourage attendance at the 2014 conference in Fort
Worth.
Question for the Board
The Student Outreach Committee will need the
information on how to use the NASIG Survey Monkey
Account for sending out and compiling the results of our
survey.
Submitted on: January 3, 2014
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